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- PARENTS' WEEKEND----------
This pas! weeke_nd was Parents' Weekend at lJNH. Watching University musicians perform are 
(left to right) Ehzabcth Thibault, and her parents Mr and Mrs Robert and Cecylia Thibault .. (Jim 
Millard photo) · , 
·Haaland says 
-- ~ -
O~t~ook bright f o~. UNH .. · . 
By Chrts Heisenberg · . of _ r~nbvatrng Un1vers1ty · 9,000 applications and only 
In . three separate speeches · bmldmgs. . . . 2,300 students were selected for 
yesterday before UNH facutty "We are not perfect in whom the freshman class. 
and staff interim President we a~mit to t_he_Uni_ve_rsity, ~ut "A year -~go we wer~ very 
, Gordon Haaland expressed 'Ye nave mamtamed high concerned-ab-out what the state 
o_ptimism about _the U ni~er.:. academic entranc~ require- appropriation would be," he 
s1ty's. futu~~ rol_e ·m education ments:" Haaland said.. . _ said. "We are starting the year 
and its. ab1hty to adapt. While· New England 1s facmg in a reasonable financial 
"'We are a basic university a 40 percent dropoff in the 18 situation, though. 
with .strong fundamentals, the year old population in the next · "The state became more 
type of University which can ten years, Haaland said the appreciative and sympathetic 
grow during hard times," University will still have to our needs" he said. "A 
Haaland said. . suf~icient nu~·bers _of recent study s'howed that for 
J-:Iaal~nd sa~d UNH h~s applicants _ to r_emam select1~e every dollar we· use, we put out 
mamtamed_ high _ _ academic and m_arntain academic threetofourdollarsingoods ." 
standards,. 1s rece1vmg :i,etter excellence. The building of the new 15 
state fundmg than prev10usly Last year, for example, million dollar Science and 
expected, and is in the process Haaland said UNH. received Engineering facility is the 
beginning of many new renewal 
p r o j e c f s ; a c c o r d i n g t o 
Haaland. "We will probably 
HAALAND, page 15 
Voters • sign 
Durham list 
By Steve McGilvary 
Jesse Jackson's ~peech 
Thursday spurred 38 students 
.to sign the Durham checklist in 
preparation for registering to 
vote in New · Hampshire's 
Marehprimary. · . _ 
Of the nearly 400 students 
who marched with Jackson to 
the Durham Town Offices last 
Thursday, two registered to 
vote with the required birth 
certificate or passport 
respectively while 11 others 
signed the checklist and 
became partially registered, 
. said William Prince, Checklist 
Supervisor. 
Another 25 names were 
_ added to the checklist ·during a 
special registration session set · 
up in the _MUB. last Friday 
between . I and 4 pm by Prince 
and Elizabeth Vail, also a 
Checklist Supervisor. Prince · 
said five of these · students 
. presented birth certificates and 
became registered to vote. 
· Partially registered students, : 
those who were without a birth 
certificate or passport but 
signed the checklist, must 
produce either do_cument to a 
VOTERS, page 9 
New ·requirements 
set for WSBE · 
By Kim Platt ref erring the student to the 
This semester the Whitte- · writing consultant. Brock 
more School of Business and Dethier. 
· Economics has implemented:. a Dethier will work with the 
new writing requirement for all . student. on that specific paper 
. Economics ( W~J:H. ) has · and other assi nments, in 
implement~ a new writi_ng 
requirement for all_ its 
undergraduate and business 
administration graduate 
. stude.rHs.-· · 
. . ·B~sides ' meeting the new · . 
· writing requirement, ne.w 
· WSBE students must also take 
a computer literacy course. 
Dwight Ladd, dean of 
WSBE, said that the faculty .has 
been talking about developing 
some · type of writing 
proficiency program for the 
past year. The faculty members 
feel that "WSBE students are 
finishing college without being 
able to write", Ladd said. 
The requirement states that 
· if a profossor of a WSBE 
student feels the student's 
writing ability is unsatisfact- · 
ory, he s~o-~_ld issu~ a warning, 
UNH responsible 
OWIGHT LADD 
addition to making assign- ' 
ments ~ of his owp. 
John Norris (left) and .lohn Ingerson ( right) made cider at the 
Mini Fest '83 on S,1ttmla-~. (Jim Millard photo) 
for lost water 
By Dan Landrigan 
Last year 93 million gallons 
of water were unaccounted for, 
according to George Crombie, 
director of Durham Public 
Works, and UNH is respon-
sible for most of it. 
The water has not leaked but 
·is ''unmetered water going to a 
'number · of buildings on the 
. University campus," Crombie 
said. If it is being used by the 
·university, they shou.Id pay for 
it, he said. · 
The heating plant, the library 
and Huddleston Hall are 
among the buildings getting 
unmetered water. 
"This has been going on for a 
number of years," Crombie 
said . "The town lost 
somewhere around 12 to · 14 
thousand dollars per year." 
. The final results of an $8,000 
leak detection study performed . 
last year by Pitome-ter 
Engineers of Chicago will be 
released in a week or two, said 
Owen Durgin, Chairman of the 
Durham Board of Selectmen. 
The study was jointly paid for 
by the town of Durham and the 
University. 
Kevin Clavin, UN H utilities 
engineer, blames undetected 
l.eaks and aging meters in both 
the University and town water 
systems for the missing water. 
As meters grow old they 
become less sensitive to low 
water flow levels. 
"Nothing is as simple as Mr. 
Crombie would like to believe," 
Clavin said. The only 
unmetered water lim~ coming \ 
into UNH was one going into · 
the heating plant, he said. 
· It was responsible, at most. 
for one - million gallons of the 
lost water. A meter has been 
installed on this water line since 
' the study last year, he said. 
According to Clavin some 
water loss in the system is to be 
expected. Ninety-three million 
gallons represents a 30 percent 
WATER, page 4. 
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Cos11lic rays in the sky and; stars 
Faculty perfOrm spoof 
.on stage 
Professor studies 
on Presiden-t s~arch cosinic rays for NASA 
By Marcel Boulanger 
If this musi~al proved to be true, ou.r 
new president would be a robot, the 
UNH bookstore would be converted 
into ·a skateboard arena and UN H 
professors would take walks on the wild 
side. 
"The Story of a Boy, A Robot, and 
the University," .a musical spoof on the 
UNH Presidential search, presented last 
· Thursday, began with the cast climbing 
the stage in Bugs Bunny fashion. They 
danced back and forth across the stage, 
swinging their arms everywhere, while 
singing the opening number, 
"£ycrthi~'s Coming Up Roses . " 
The UNH Faculty Center has given a 
show of this sort every other yec:l,r since-
1977, all centering on · some c:!.Spect of . 
University life, accor~i_ing to Doug 
Wheeler, script writer for the show. 
Although the Faculty Center puts on 
these shows, the cast includes not only' 
faculty, but staff and townspeople as 
well, he said. 
Told through the dream of one , 
Professor Smith, played by Al Frost, , 
professor of Electrical Engineering, the . 
musical gave its view of the "human" · 
presidents at UNH. The obvious William Webber, llNH profe~sor of physics. {John Lister 
solution the search committee had was 
photo) 
to re-place 'the last president with a she-
robot, portrayed by Diane Frost._ 
· One drawback to human presidents 
was that humans need a home, and the 
robot only needs a large closet, thereby 
saving UNH thousands of dollars in 
home maintenance. Another 
di Sad Vant age W a S the SO cTa I 
entertaining · exJ?enses of a_ h-uman 
president. ·-
Marriage would be eliminated unless, 
of course, the robot happened to fall in 
love with Pacman or Galaxion, but that 
. could never happen because : the 
committee could program the robot for 
only University affairs. · 
Using melodies from well-known 
songs; Katie Wheeler supplied her own 
words that somehow tied in with UN H 
life. 
Dressed in a leather jacket, a 
captain's cap, and dark glasses, 
"Professor Brown", who in reality was 
one of the finalists for the UN H 
presidency, performed "around the 
SPOOF, page 5 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
INTERNATIONAL LOCAL . -
Bomb kills four 
C~llege of Engi~eering and Physica_I 
· Sciences who will talk about their 
various academic programs." 
By Susan Allen 
-Professor Willia·m Webber, a UNH 
physicist, has designed an instrum.ent -
which measures galactic cosmic rays. 
The project whieh was developed in 
conjunction with Maryland's Goddard 
Space Flight Center is now· on board 
· NASA's Pioneer spacecraft. 
"Cosmic rays can create a health 
problem in humans," Webber said . 
"Their nucleic composition causes 
radiation mutation in human cells. 
Studying this could help us understand 
-how human cells are mutated.,, 
Cosmic rays are composed of a nuclei 
of atoms which have a very high energy 
and move at a high velocity, Webber 
said. · 
· "It is believed that they come from 
super nova which are stars that explode 
-in their 'life," he said. 
Solar winds affect how they go in and 
out of the solar system, as well as their 
· composition. It varies with an eleven 
year cycle. 
"This device will add more insight 
into these beliefs.," Webber said. 
"Understanding this reaction brings 
physicists closer to harnessing a fusion 
reaction which would be a potentially 
limitless source of energy." · 
Webber became interested in ·this 
field of. stµdy during his graduate 
studies at the U niversity ·of Iowa, -where 
. he worked with Dr. Van Allen. 
"The radiation belts surrounding the 
earth are named after him," Webber 
said. 
Donald Melvin, Associate Dean of 
Engineering and Physical Science, said 
"this is an outstanding piece of work . A · 
number of people are doing work of this 
type with NASA now." 
UN H Professor John A. Lockwood, :' 
who works with Webber as a co-
investigator, is doing a cooperative 
study now on gamma rays from the 
galaxy that wiH be launched in .1988 on --
The Gamma Ray Observatory satellite. 
The Max Planck Institute in West 
Germany, the University of Leiden in 
Netherlands, and the Euro-Space 
Organization of Japan will also have 
experiments aboard, he said. 
RAYS, paJ!e 5 
OBITUARIES 
Former Dean dies 
A time bomb exploded · in the 
Burmese capital · of Rangoon Sunday 
killing 20 people ·including four South 
Korean Cabinet Ministers and other 
riigh ranking South Korean officials. 
['he b-0mb - apparently intended for 
South Korean President Chun Doo 
H wan. President Chun held North 
IK.qrea r,e-sponsible for the blast and put 
all military .a_nd police forces on alert 
after hi.s arrival b11ck in South Korea. 
Landlord problems 
discussed · Handler takes charge 
Ruth J. Woodruff, professor 
NATIONAL 
Watt resigns 
Interior Sec re ta ry James Watt 
resigned his post . Sunday, stating that 
his "usefulness to the President has 
come to an end." Watt had been under 
heavy political pressure Jo resign since 
Sept. 2'1 · when he said a Coal Policy 
Advisory Panel was made up of A"a 
black ... a woman, two Jews and a 
cripple. And we have talent." Watt had 
been a target of er.iviromentalists for his 
entire term in office. 
The Commuter/ Transfer Center ha-s 
announced a landlord / tenant 
workshop. The workshop wilf feature 
an open discussion with the Student 
Legal Services on co·mmon problems 
related to · lanlords and leases. The 
workshop will be held on October I 2, 
from 7 to 9 p.m., in the Senate Room of 
the MUB. - . 
Science day planned 
Former UN H President Evelyn 
Handler was ,inaugurated Sunday as 
Brandeis U hiversity's fifth president. 
· Handler, a biologist, is the first woman 




On Friday, Oct ob-er 7, Joann 
On Saturday, October 15, UNH is Stemmermann,- 6n Outdoor Education 
sponsoring a Science and Engineering major at' UNH, was awarded the Julian 
Day for New Hampshire high school Smit_h Award. This national.award goes 
students, their parents and teachers. · to two undergraduate and / or graduate 
According to Dr. George Estes; the students who hold the most promise in 
co-ordinator for Life Sciences and the field of Outdoor Education in North 
Agriculture, "The day will include America. Pam Kerr, also an Outdoor 
· representatives from the College of Life Education student, won the award last . 
Sciences and Agriculture and the year. 
emeritus of Economics and a former 
Dean of Women at UNH died on 
October I, 1983.. She · was 84. Dr. 
Woodruff joined the UNH. fculty in 
193 I after earning her Ph.D. from 
Harvard University.-Sheretired in 1967. · 
The ecologically oriented mini-dorm 
Woodruff House was named for her in 
1976. 
WEATHER 
The National Wecither Service in · 
Concord predicts mostly sunny skies for . 
Tuesday with .highs in tl}e mid-60s. 
Tuesday evening will be clear and cool 
with lows in the 30s. Wednesday calls 
for fair skies with temperatures in the 
70s. · · \ 
. t I: .. J • - • t • - t •. \•· I 
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Second unit of 
· new dorm to open 
By Michelle Evans 
The second unit of the new 
lJniversity apartments behind 
Snively Arena is opening this 
week as· scheduled. 
The unit, as with the entire 
complex, will be occupied by 
j unio-rs and seniors who 
applied by _ mail over the 
summer. 
Some of these applicants 
· have been living in residence 
halls, and some are on~ waiting 
list, currently residing off-
campus. 
Juniors and seniors currently 
on campus set first priority for 
space. Then, junior and senior 
· transfers, as well as readmitted 
students w_ill be accepted. 
by faculty, staff, and 
commuters, but residents are 
hoping to change this. _ , 
Dean of Student Affairs 
Gregg Sanborn admits there 
could be a parking problem 
next semester when four 
buildings are open, .. assuming 
students want to use fa~ilities. 
other than A-lot." 
Apartment . Manager Dave 
Bongiovanni doesn't believe 
there is a parking crunch. 
.. There is ample parking in A-
1 ot. Convenience is the 
question." 
Some students have 
provided a temporary solution 
by parking in a dirt lot used by 
construction vehicles during 
the day. 
Th~ New Hampshire Gentlemen performed for parents and students at the mini dorms' Mini Fest 
··we want to maintain the 
µpperclass clientele," said 
'.:arol Bischoff, Director of 
.{esidential Life. "It's a 
different kind of living 
environment ; and we're 
planning some different kinds 
of programming." 
· .. There are no formal plans 
for a parking lot at the complex 
now," Sanborn - said. · .. How-
"83 on ·saturday. (Jim Millard photo) · 
~v~, we_ ~re lgoking into it." 
Room, hoard costs low at UNH · Student parking has been a 
problem at the new complex 
this fall. A-lot provides ti!~ 
closest 24-hou·r parking . 
Nighttime parking for residents 
is available near Snively Arena. 
Although there was concern 
a bout . danger to students 
crossing the railroad tracks to 
reach A-lot, th~re are no plans 
to construct a fence to prevent 
this, Bongiovanni said. 
By Robin Peters 
. Out of all colleges in the New 
England area, U_N H's dinin_g 
costs are the lowest by 10 to 15 
percent, according to Carol 
Bischoff, director of Residen-
tial Life: 
She also said UNH is •·at 
midpoint or lower" in terms of 
housing costs, ·despite the fact 
that room and board has been 
increasing each year. 
Bischoff addressed Student 
· Senators on Sunday, presen-
ting an update of Residential 
life's achievements and long 
term goals. 
"Residential · Life is self 
s u p p o r t i n g , " , ·s h e s a i d , 
explaining that all funds come 
directly from room and board 
fees. As director, she juggles a 
$12 to $13 million bt_1dget and is 
responsible for ·•keeping 35 
buildings in good shape." 
··Main lounges have been our _ 
first priority," Bischoff said. 
She estimated that an average 
of $500,000 a year . is spent on 
major repair and renovations 
in residence halls. . , · 
She said she would like to see 
floor lounges, which serve as 
temporary housing for 
Central American 
poliey . e~plained 
By Katharine O'Connell 
UN H -professor Marc 
Herold spent last February in 
Nicaragua and now he · 
compares the current US 
approach to the Sandinista 
government in Nicaragua with 
America's approach to Castro's 
Cuba. 
The United States, repeating 
its a pp roach to Castro's Cuba 
in the 60's, is forcing 
'N i c a r a g u a 's S a n d i n i s t a 
government . into closer 
alignment with the Eastern 
Bloc, said Herold, Economic 
Department chairperson of the 
-Whittemore School of Business 
and Economics. 
There is no Russian 
involvement with the 
Sandinista government, he 
said. The Sandinistas are trying 
to develop a broad-based 
social, .politjcal and economic · 
transformation within a 
democratic framework, Herold 
said. 
Herold, 40, a professor at 
UNH since 1975, has his Phd in 
economics· and specializes in 
research on multi na tiona 1 
enterprises. Last year he joined 
a nationwide, two year old . 
project based in California 
called Policy Alternatives for 
the Caribbean and Central 
America (PACCA). 
PACCA members are 
independent researchers and 
journalists from a variety of 
social scienct and academic 
backgrounds. The prn_gram, 
however, has no obligations or 
alliances with. the United States 
government. Members are 
involved in developing regional 
policy alternatives for the 
Central American countries. 
The US PACCA group · is 
affiliated with similar efforts 
throughout Europe, the · 
Caribbean and Canada. 
'"What the US is doing is 
throwing a monkey wrench , 
into the transformation-process 
of the Sandinista government 
af Nicaragua," Herold said. 
The Reagan administration is _ 
using .. flagrant harassment" to I 
upset the Sandinista govern-
·ment. 
The Central American and 
Caribbean nations have a 
"regional predicament" he _ 
emphasized. ••They do not see 
themselves as isolated from the 
world economy. The Sandi-
nistas want to have dealings 
with both capitalist and 
socialist countries: It is not a 
question of alignment on their · 
part." 
Last June, in a meeting of 
PACCA gr·oups at The 
Institute of Social Studies at 
The Hague in the Netherlands, 
Herold presented a paper on 
the role of · worldwide 
investment and disinvestment 
by US multinationals, and the 
regional imp l i c·a ti on s of 
multinational policies In. 
Nicaragua. 
HEROLD,' page 5 
students, become study lounges 
again. 
.. Overcrowding is a- long 
term problem" she said, 
COSTS, page 8 
D-lot, near the Alumni 
Center, 1s presently used only, 
Both Sanborn · and Bon-
giovanni said they expe_ct 
NEW DORM, page 14 
NYU system similar _ 
Computers to. aid UNH library 
By Darlene Qualters · integrat_ed ~ and supports all 
A comp·uter1.zed t on-line · libra·ry'·activities using a single • 
circ1:1lation and public access master bibliographi_c file.-
catalog valued at over $234,000 NY lJ 's co rii p uteri zed 
is being proposed for the · · catalogi~_g sys!em 'is th~ (ir_~t m_ 
Dimond Library. $45,000 of New York City. Systems like 
this would be a direct cost to these · are replacing card 
the library. catalogs in locating material. 
The rest of the money may The current computerized 
come from a Federal Library cataloging system in use at 
Services and Construction Act UN H will provide machine 
grant. · readable records · for the 
"Total _library systems are planned on-line· circulation 
highly experimental" said system. 
Donald Vincent, UNH library Fifteen of NYU's 100 
director. It is "very similar"to a terminals are now in use and 
system introduced at NYU last are located throughout the 
month. Bobst Library. Research is 
UNH will tie in with New being .done n·ationally to 
-Hampshire State Library's determine the number of 
Avatar System if the grant is terminals per student needed 
approved: This system is fully . for on-line public catalogs~ 
Vincent estimates that one will 
be needed for at least every500 
students. 
· No special instructions will 
be needed to operate - the 
computers. Vincent called the 
terminals "user friendly". . 
"It's a · really fantastic 
system" said one NYU ~tudent. 
'The only pro}?lemso far_is that 
they dor1't have all the books on 
the computer." 
Gail Persky, director of the 
Automative Services Depart-
ment at NYU's library has .. no 
way of ·knowing" when the 
system will be complete. 
Vincent said the UNH 
system will ideally include all 
resources in the _!ibrary. _Book 
LIBRARY, page 6 
Sitting -at the checkout counter of the Dimond Library are Martha McKenna and Russ Miller. 









< continued from page 1) 
-We have the.clothes 
that work for you! -
Y✓HOLLY 
·MACRO 
91 Market_ St., Portsmouth 
. open daily 436-8887 
For a Fine 
Breakfast Buff et 
All you c·an ea_t 
Come to a Career Night 
on 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
1uesda_r, October 11, /983 
7:00-9:00 P. M. 
. ' 
1925 Room; Elliott Alumni Center 
Sponsored by the offices of 
Alumni A.ff airs 
and · 
Career Planning & Placement 
YOUNG'S Restaurant 




water loss, he said, and 15 
percent is normal. 
There are 35 large compound 
meters in the University water 
system. Four of these wei-e 
found to be deficient when only 
a small flow of ,water was going 
through them, Clavin said . . 
These four meters have been 
repaired and recalibration of . 
the meters is being scheduled . . 
The meter calibration must be 
contracted out and is an 
expensive proposition costing 
. $40 an hour. 
·the -University also h:is 162 
small meters (for water lines of 
two inches in diameter and 
less). These meters are being 
tested at a rate of four to six 
each month by UNH workers, 
Clavin said. Sixty of . these_ 
eters have already been tested, 
nct repaired as needed, he said. 
The bill for lost water is -
ivided up proportionally 
et ween the University and the 
own: But the town has been 
aying for the portion used by 
he University, Crombie said. 
Clavin said the • present 
ystem of billing 'is fair since he 
oes not believe UN H . is 
espori.sible for all. of the water 
ost. 
Sat. 8-12 Sun. 9-1 
· Tty our own Egg "McYoung'~ - An English muffin, egg, 
cheese, bacon or ham sandwich served with homefries, small 
Owen Du~gin, Chairman of 
he Durham Board of 
electmen, said, ••1 have no idea 
hat we'll do yet. ln no way are 
e looking at any adversary Just $3.95 
· j ;u ice and coffee 
$2.29 
Luncheon Sp_ecial 
elat~onship between the two." 
Lower: Squate Downtown Dover 
749-3636 
Tuna broils special ~,·ith tomato and cheese with cup t1f soup 
$2.35 the _ ~~-
Dinner Special ~~t- * ' ~aiiiencan Hot Turkey Sand,~·ich served with tossed salad and vegetable 
$2.59 - . ~ · 
- ,/" . 
smokeout 
Sj\ccia!s' riffcrcd 10/ 13/ 83 - 10/ 19/83 
~ -. --- . --- 1· 0 l/"'L' .. 1 I 11 · 1 . ~,~1'n~ :,~.~.-,, ' · I. I I I f•LL1=,=,.=,c=, . I.. ~ ~ . Homecoming 1983 





Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity and flexibility 
. ore as vital as their degrees. They'll tell you they ore helping 
the world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the areas 
of food production, energy conservation, education, economic 
· development and health $ervices. And they'll. tell you about _ 
the rewords of hands on career experience overseas. They'll 
tell you it's th~ toughest job you'll ever love. 
PEACE.CORPS 
(617) 223-6366 
October 19 7:00, FILM & INFO SESSION, 
BELKNAP ROOM, MEMORIA~ UNION 
October 20 9:00,INFORMATION AT ·MEMORIAL 
UNION, INTERVIEWS AT 
CAREER PLANNIN_G &-PLACEMENT. 














Join the thousands of students who 
have earned · college credits studying 
obroad in CCIS programs . 1 
. Affordable, quality programs with : 
financial aid available -~ 
FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN 
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES 
12 - l 5CREDITS 
SUMMER PROGRAMS . 
AT TRINITY COLLEGE 
DUBLIN 
Dr._John J. McLean 
Mohegan Community College , 
Norwich, CT 06360 . 
886- 1931 X243 . 
_ COLLEGE CONSORTIUM-FOR INTE~_N!\TlON~!JIVQ.1~§,.~ _ ~·~ 
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-HEROLD-
(continued· from page 2) 
the problem in Nicaragua is_ 
both internal and external, he 
said. ,The Sandinista govern:- , 
ment · has the :'aims of 
socialism, but they are 
· definitely a private market 
economv." 
The Nicaraguan government 
of Somoza, a US backed · 
regime, was overthrown in 
1979 by Sandinista forces in 
what Herold terms "a broad-
based revolutionary movement 
to . reorganize tfie 'government 
socially, politically and 
e co n o m i ca 11 y w·i th i n a 
democratic framework . that is 
left of center. 
--SPOOF--
-( continued from page 3) 
performed "around the worlds" 
on his yo-yo in various 
manners to the audience's 
laughter, while Joe M-urdoch 
sang "Bad, bad Professor 
Brown, the baddest prof in the 
, whole damn town .... " T-hTs 
parodied the song "Bad, bad 
- Leroy Brown" by Jim Croce. 
The robot president turned-
into a _nightmare when it' 
became increasingly erratic in 
University policies when 
Professor Smith was ·awakened 
by the phone. Th~ presidential 
search committee had just -
named a new human president. 
~-RAYS--
( continued from page 3) 
.Prof. Edward- L. Chupp of 
UN H is also working with 
gclmma:- i_;,a_ys. His satellite -
e.Xperiment · involves studying 
the ·sun's cosmic sources and 
other sources of cosmic rays. 
Professor Roger L. Arnoldy 
is _ working on ·an experiment 
which launches sounding 
rockets from Greenland and --
Alaska to study the no.rthern 
lights. "We are measuring the 
particles and waves responsible · 
for the northern lights,~· he 
said . 1 
"These experiments give 
UN H a sound reputation," 
Melvin said. "We will get more · 
research money if a good job is 
done." 
Wednesday 
October 19; 1983 
10:00 A.M. ~ 4:00 P .M. 




For more information on participating organization, 
contact your Campus Career Planning Office of the 
NHCVC Job Referral Service, (603) 669-3432. 
Large 
S~lection 
Beds • Dressers • Chairs • Desks 
J!!JII Fllffl. SERIES PRESENTS • • • 
Thurs·day, October 13th 
Strafford Room 
In the MUB 
7:00 & 9:30 
Admission: $1 .00 
BREAD and CHOCOLATE _is the hilarious yet touching 
story of Nino, a dark Italian misfit working i_n 
Switzerland, the land of prospering blonds. His mishaps 
. become increasingly degrading, yet he refuses to leave. 
As our hero sinks lower into the economic and social 
depthsi he becomes a sort of comic.Everyman, eternally 
rejected, yet eternally hopeful. 
CALENDAR 
EXHIBITIONS: . _ _ 
· The University Art Galleries present "Double Vision: Stereoscopic 
Views of China 1908-1928" and "Nova Scotia ·College of Art & 
Design: Prints and Books." lJ nivers-ity Galleries, Paul Arts . Gallery 
· hours: Monday-Wednesday IO a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday IO a.m.-8 
. p.m.; Saturday and Sunday J. 5 p.m.; Closed Friday and University 
holidays. Through October 26. 
TUESDAY, October 11 · . 
SOCCER; Men -vs-~ Holy Cross. Lewis Field,, 3 p.m. 
TENNIS: Women vs. Providence. Field House Tennis Courts, 3:30. 
p .m. - . - . 
FACULTY RECITAL: Trio, Edwards, piano; Mann, violin; and 
Veal, cello . Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY; October 12 _ _ . _ 
BON AN.ZA-WEEK: The- P~tp~rri Troupe will perform a series of 
folk tales in story theater form, with audience involvement. 
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 10:30 a .m. & 12 noon. Sold Out. 
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR: a discussion on "Conflicts and 
· Dilemmas in the Women's Movement, Part I." Hillsborough-
Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon.:.J p.m. . 
MUSO NEW/OLD CINEMA: "The Little Theatre of Jean 
Renoir,'' directed by Renoir: Room 110, 1\-1 urkland, 7 p.m. · 
Admission free-. 
' . 
THURSD_AY, October 13 __ 
-ALCOHOL AWARENESS DAY: A series of workshops are 
scheduled. For more information contact Steve Dieleman, · 
Chairperson, Alcohol Advisory Committee, 862- 1987 . 
BONANZA WEEK: The Potpurri Troupe. Hennessy Theater, Paul 
Arts, 9:30 & 11 -a.m. Sold Out._ -
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES: A concert by UNH 
flute· soloists Melissa Sheppard, Linda Rebillard, and Jennifer Di 
Santo-Provost. University Galleries, Paul Arts, 12 noon. 
MUSO FILM: "Bread and Chocolate." Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 7 & 930 p.m. Admission $1. _ 
WOMEN'S CHORUS AND SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT: . 
Audrey Adams Havsky and Nicholas Orovich, directors. Johnson . 
Theater; Paul Arts, 8 p.m. · 
-~FRIDAY, October 14 
BONANZA WEEK: The Little Red Wagon company will perform 
puppetry adaptations of "Jack and the Beanstalk." Hennessy 
Theater, -Paul Arts. Performances at 10:30 a.m. and 12 noon are sold 
out'; pe-rformance at 4 p.m. . 
CROSS COUNTRY: Women vs. University of Connecticut with 
Southern Maine. Field House, 3:30 p.m. 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: "Children of Change." Deborah 
Stone will discuss ·'Children of Television.'' To register contact the ' 
Division of Continuing Education, 862-2015. Berkshire Room, New 
England Center, 8 p.m. 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is-published and distributed semi .. 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are· located in Roon:i I 5 l 
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H . 03824. Busmess 
Office hours: Monday- Friday IO AM-2 PM.,Academic year subscriptionJ 
$18.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no C'ase bd 
responsible fortypographical or other errors, but wiU reprint that.part of ari · 
advertisement in which · a fypographical error appears, if notifie~ 
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The Ne™i 
Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue 
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine. ~ ' · 
EVERYONE 
IS PICKING UP 
ON PILOT PENS 
WATCH OUT FOR 
THE STUDY HALL SNATCHERS 
PILOT 
.... "-' . ~ 
-c3o ~ .. dih,ie,a:cr,r~ -
Notional Sponsor of MDA / Jerry Lewis Telethon -,~ .: 
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NOTICES 
· AtADEMIC 
·. NSF GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS: 1984 "Part . 
I" application forms • _fo,; NSF Gradu~te 
Fellowships are available m the Rese~rch <;>ffice 
· and the Graduate School, Horton Social Science. 
The deadline for filing is · November 23, 1983. 
Applicants rrrust also file_a re_gistra~ion form for the 
Graduate Record Exammat10n pnor to December 
I~. 1983: Seniors and graduate students who ha~e 
notcompleted more than twenty ~raduat_e credits 
· are eligible to apply. 
ATHLETICS A'ND RECREATION 
INTRAMURAL JOGGING MARATHON: 
Sponsored by Recreational Sports. Get ready for 
the 6th Annual !OK Homecoming Road Race. 
Monciay-Friday, October 10-14 and October 17-
21, New Hampshire Hall Track, .4 •to 6 p.m. No 
preregistratio_n _necessary. For more · 
information. See your sports manager or call Rec 
Sports, 862-2031. · . _ 
BASKETBALL OFFICIALS CLINIC: 
Sponsored by Recreational Sports. For everyone 
interested in becoming intramural . basketball · 
offfcials. Wednesday, October 1-2, Field House 
Gymnasium,7 :30 p.m. For more information call -
Ann Richie, 862-2031. . . 
CAREER 
JOB.:.HUNTING SUPPORT GROUP: 
Sponsored by Career Plannin~ and Placement arid 
Counseling and Testing. ~1x week_ group ~or 
seniors. Peer ·support dunng the Job huntmg 
process. Thursdays, O_ctober 20 _ through 
December I, 1983, Counseling and Test mg Center, 
Schofield House, 4 to 6 p.m. Call Career Planning 
and Placement for more information, 862-20 I 0. 
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career 
Planning and Placement. Opportunity for students 
to receive feedback on final draft resumes .on first-
come/ first-served basis. Wednesday, October 12, 
Room 203, Huddleston, I :30 to 4:30 p.m. 
METHODS OF MAKING CAREER / LIFE 
DECISIONS: Sponsored by Career Planning and 
Placement. W~ednesday, October 12, Grafton 
Room, Memorial Union, 6 to 7:30_ p.m. 
CLUBS AND ·oRGANIZA TJONS_.-
" MO llIHS::.:.ClR GAN IZA.T-10.~-AL M EEUN q~.-:-~ 
. Sponsored by "Mouths" Magazine. Tuesd~y, · 
October 11, Hillsborough Room, · Memonat 
Union, 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. Anyone wno would like to 
contribute articles to "Mouths", a political forum 
for debate, is encouraged to attend. _ 
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOW-
SHIP MEETING: Chai:acter .study on Joseph. 
Wednesday October 12, Merrimack Room, 
Memorial,1Jnion, 6:30 p.m. 
UNH JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: 
Wednesday, October 12, Memorial Union, 7 p.m. 
to midl}ight. Everyone welcom,e. . , 
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
MEETING: Wednesday, October -12, Memorial 
Union, 7:45 p.m. Meet in front of upstairs balcony, 
MUB. 
HEALTH 
ADULT SONS AND DA~GHTERS OF 
ALCOHOLICS SUPPORTGROUP: ~ponsored 
by Health Edµcation Ce~ter. Helps partic_ipants 
recognize and understand impact of alc~hoh~m on 
families and friends / Explores the family disease 
coneept as it relates to sons and daughters. 
Confidential information sharing support group . 
Tuesday, October 11, Notch Room, Memorial 
Union, 5 p .m. 
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PREVENTION 
DAY: Sp9nsored by Alcohol Advisory Con:imittee 
and In-Service Training. Ser·ies of presenta t10ns on 
health risk reduction, problem ident_ification, 
intervention and -treatment services. Tuesday, 
October 11, Memorial Union, thr(?ugh-out the 
day. 
ALCOHOL . SURVEY PART II-ALCOHOL 
EDUCATION PROGRAM : Sponsored by 
Health- Education Center. Discussion of results . 
_from Alcohol Part I survey . . Results will lead to 
further Alcohol Education Programs; Tuesday, 
October 11, Phi Mu, 8 p.m. _ 
CONTRACEPTIVE LECTURE: Sponsored by 
Women's Clinic, Health Services. Informative and 
explanatory lecture about birth ~ontrol methods, 
birth control advantages and disadvantages and 
how t., -'1nm0 r1 ,y:-thrd Wcdnf'.,rbv_ Octohcr 12, 
Room 141, Hamilto·n Smith, 2 to 3 p .m. 
CONTRACEPTIVE: CHOICES NOT HOPE: 
Sponsored by Health Education Center. 
Workshop presents factors that affect 
-contraception choice,,types of contraception now 
available and communication and responsibility in 
relationships. Wednesd-ay, October ·12, Main 
Lounge, Scott, 7:30 p.m. 
BARTENDING DEMONSTRATION-
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM: . 
·sponsored by Health - Education Center. 
Informative and entertaining presentatfon 
discussing recipe guidelines, effects of alcohol on 
the body and proper alcohol use. Wednesday, 
October 12, Christensen, 9 p.m. 
"KEEPING IT TOGETHER": Whittemore 
School -Advising . Program. Presents: Laura 
Clauss. Bob Deane, Steve Dieleman, Joann Kelly. 
Len Lamberti:·Thursday, October 13, McConnelL , 
7 to 8:30 p.m. · 
QUIT SMOKING CLINIC-PREVENTIVE 1 
HEAL TH PROGRAM: Healthy alternatives to 
smoking are stressed. Participants learn relaxl',ttion 
techniques ta help cape with smoking cei;;1mtion in -
supportive en-vironment. - Monday, October n, 
noo·n to I p.m. Call . 862:..1530 for more 
information . -
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-,credit ~ourses for a nominal Jee are listed 
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or 
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are 
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated. 
SPECIAL TOPIC SERIES: Emphasis is on new 
OECI0 software programs a·nd features. Prior 
knowledge of computing or programming 
languages usually is assumed. Topic: PROTRAN 
is a family of problem-soLving systems. 
Math/ PROTRAN, _which· i-ncludes numerical 
methods procedures and STAT/PROTRAN, . _ 
which includes both data handling and analytical 
procedµTes are part of the PROTRAN family and ·" · 
are riow available on the DECIO for a 60 day free 
trial. Friday, October 14 from 2"to 4 p.m. , 
GENERAL 
LANDLORD TENANT ' 
0
WORKSHOP: 
Sponsored by Student Legal Service. Open 
di.scussion with legal services on such qtie,s':tfotrs as -· 
"Will my landlord evict'mefor ma-kring a requ,esfto 
repair my•,.sink": how to' get your security deposit 
back. Wednesdav, October I 2, Senate Room, 
Memorial Union: 7 to 9 p.m. -
NEW/ OLD CINEMA: Sponsored by MUSO. 
"The Little Theatre of Jean Renoir," directed by 
Renoir in 1969. Wedriesday, October 12, Room 
I fO, Murkland, 7 p.m. 
JAPANESFCOMEDY MOVIE-"TORA-SAN 
AND THE MASTER": Sponsored by Japan~se 
Club . All in English! Open to everyone. Thursday, 
October 13, Forum Ro·om, Library, 5:30 p.m. 
Fre·e. 
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Bread and Chocolate.'~ 
Thursdav, October 13, Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, i and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1 . , ·. · · 
VIDEO GAMES TOURNAMENT: Sponsored 
by Student Activities Games Room. Monday, 
October 17, Games Room, Me·morial Union, 7 
p.m. Sign up at Games Room Desk, Memorial 
Union, October 10-16. No entries after October 16. 
Open to all UN H "Pinball Wizard" students. 
OPEN AUDITIONS FOR "THE TAMING OF 
THE SHREW": Sponsored by Uni·versityTheater, 
Paul Creative Arts Center. Open to an students 
and the community. Monday, October 17 and 
Tuesday, October 18, Johnson Theater, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 7:30 p.m. Production is 
scheduled for Semester IL onlv a few rehearsals · 
will .be held this semester. See Univt;rsity Theater 
bulletin board (lower levGI, PCAC) for details. 
CREATIVE DRAMA - FIRST ANNUAL 
THEATER BONANZA FOR YOUTH: A 
creative drama class for students in grad·es 4-5 . . 
Chi'ldren will participate in _ a variety of creative 
activities . Saturday, October 22 to November 19, 
Room M212, Paui Creative Arts Center-, 10:15 to 
I I: 15 a.m. Tuition: $15 . 
ACTING . AND IMPROVISATION -FIRST 
ANNUAL THEATE~ BONANZA FOR 
YOUTH: Participants will have chance to explore 
pantorriime, character interpretation and scripted 
scene work . For students grades 6-8 . No previous 
experience needed. Saturdays, October 22 to 
November 19, Room M2l2, Paul Creative Arts 
Cen·ter, I to 2:30 p.m. Tuition: $20. · 
. Take a-d(]y off from smoking • .N~.17,1983 
the great american smokeout 
the great american smokeout 
the great american smokeout· 
the great ameri~~-smokeout 
-~--LIBRARY------
< continued from page 3) 
and periodical listings would be 
introduced first, while maps, 
sound recordings, government 
docum·ents and all . oth·er 
material would appear in the 
future. 
ComI5uters will allow 
students to · find out 
immediately · i1t . books are 
available. The library at -NYU 
will acquire this extension 
within the next four to six 
months, Persky said. 
When UNH adopts an on-. 
line circulation system, this will 
merge naturally into the on-tine 
public catalog system. 
N.H. PRINTWORKS 
Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts 
Businesses, clubs, organizations 
Peter C. Greider 
603-431 -8391 . 
'''-
Many swles availc:1bfe 
No order too small 
· • Long sleeve T-shirts with sleeve· printing 
"3431 Lafayette Ro_a_d 
Portsmouth, N:H . ·03801 
advant(Jge of 9ur 
once a · year Anniversary.So.le,: 
Remember, it's a whole year 'ti/ _the next one! 
Men's . . 
ragg sweaters -from $19.99 
Crt'H' ,,,,cl.-. J.-t,,;,, ,·o/1,,,._ ... ha,d .... _ and 
,·,ml . ;tyft,._ Ueg. lo S-J;"i. 
enro wool shirts $27 .99 
JL,, . ;l,al,/,, U'ool in ,·0111,,111,,orary 
11/aid .... U,,t.1:. S.'l;"i. 
rugby shirts $19.99 
-~'"""'·" hi ,,/u, f1111U't'ar! fl.,,g. S/12.50. 
·wide -wale cords $22.99 
.~i,wrl .~l,~1i11e ... OH'll ,·on/ .... u,,p;. ;.;;;2,.t,O . 
Woman's 
michael ste·vens suits $119.99 
A II 1nwl ... ,,;, ... for u-0/11,•11. R,•g. S /;"j;""j, 
hootstein suits $169.99 
.-Ill lf"tlOI. a/1 li~wd ,ritl, fl ."1lll(lrl lm_,J.:in,u: 
. ;/,or/ j,~,·Jwt and . ;tri I'"'' ,.;/.-irt: R,,,!!,·, _ 
S22;i. 
all danskin 20% off 
.-I II /)a11..;h·i11 /,,,,,anls mu/ tight .... 
pullover· cotton swe~ter $34.99 
;"j /11111011 1111llol't'r fati<11u• .iur,,a1,,,- 111.-.,x 
n,lor . ;-/ip;l,t btu,,. 11i11!t;. µ,.,.,,,,,,. '"',/ 




Summer is over, and so is the 
big ·car stereo buying season. As a 
result, Tweeters car stereo prices are 
falling faster than the leaves. So if 
you want to save on New EnglandS 
best selection of quality car stereo, 
.come to Tweeter now. 
KENWOOD ON SALE! -
Kenwood KRC-2100 AM/FM stereo· cassette 
player with push-button tuning, ANRCII noise 
reduction $169 
-Kenwood KRC-3100 AM/FM stereo cassette 
player with digital push-button tuning, seek, 
· ANRCII NR $259 
Kenwood KRC-7-100 AM/FM stereo cassette 
player with digital push-button tuning, Dolby and 
ANRCIINR $339 
.Kenwood KAC-50115-watt-per-channel power 
-amplifier · $69 ~ 
Kenwood KFC-103 4-inch dual-cone 
.door-mount speakers $42 pr 
Kenwood KFC-1630 6.5-inch two-way 
door-mount speakers $49 pr 
Kenwood KFC-6910 6 x 9-i nch three-way 
speakers $99 pr 
PROTON ON SALE! _ 
Proton 222 22-watt-per-channel anip $129 
ADS ON SALE! 
ADS 200CC mini two-way speakers in 
cabinets . $199.pr 
ADS 300CC mini two-way speakers (slightly larger 
than 200CCs) $259 pr 
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· ADS 300i two-way speakers (same speakers as 
300CC but in flush-mount design) $229 pr 
ADS P-80 40-watt-per-channel power 
amplifier 
ADS P-120 60-watt-per-channel power 
amplifier 
ALPINE ON SALE! 
$229-
,$289 
Alpine 7150 AM/FM stereo cassette player with _ 
auto-:reverse · $149 
Alpine 7128 AM/FM stereo cassette player 
with digital push-button tuning, "bi-level" 
· capability $239 · 
Alpine 7138 AM/FM stereo cassette player with 
digital tuning, digital clock, Dolby NR $279 
Alpine 7136 AM/FM stereo cassette player with 
digital tl;Jning, "lite .touch" contr@~ keyboard, 
Dolby NR · . $369 
Alpi'ne 7155 AM/FM stereo cassette player - like 




IF YOU BUY YOUR CAR 
SYSTEM FROM.AND HAVE IT INSTALLED BY 




The Land of the Chose.fl Few . ef C. 
) ( 
Alpine.3518 40-watt-per-channel power amp $139 
Alpine 6216 4-inch two-way door~mount 
speakers · $56 pr· 
Alpine 6236 5.25-inch two-way door-mount 
speakers $64 pr , 
Alpine 6205 6 x 9-inch 2-way speakers $69 pr· · 
Alpine 6217 4-inch two-way speakerswith dome .. _ 
tweeters _ _ _ _ _ $88 pr · 
Alpine 6207 5.25-inch two-way speakers with dome · 
tweeters - $104 pr : 
SYSTEMS-ON-SALE! 
✓ • <{., < ~ 
~ -
~ i--~ J '(~?,;:"$~ .. ~ 
.. ,t =--*"': ~~: ,__; 
Proton P202A AM/FM ·stereo cassette player with 
Schatz tuner, Dolby NR; Proton P222 22-watt-per-: 
· channel amp; Boston Acoustics C700 two-way . 
speakers. Very high performance. $499 
Nakamichi TD-1200 mobile tuner/cassette deck 
with Dolby B&C NR, auto azimvth correction, digi-
tal tuning; Nakamichi PA-300 70-watt-per-channel . 
· amp; Nakamichi SP-400three-wayspeakers. $1995 
SECURITY ON SALE! 
Bensi Boxes Lets you quickly and simply 
remove in-dash .cassette/receiver for safe 
storage in trunk or briefcase. 
with purchase of any in-dash stereo unit 25% OFF 
SOME QUANTITIES LIMITED 
SALE ENDS SUNDAY 
OCTOBER 16TH 
520 Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300 Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 6i7-4600 Fox Run Mall, Newington 431 .. ~100 · 
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--COSTS--
( c~ntinued from page 3) 
ref erring to the 172 students 
thatwill -remain in lounges for 
most of the semester. She hopes : 
juniors and seniors moving into , 
the new dorms will aid t.hat . 
situation. · 
Bischoff siid 4600 students : 
live on campus at present, not ·! 
including residents of Babcock, · 
Forest Park, the new dorms or . 
Residential Assistants. With · 
the additional space provided· 
by the six ne\Y dorms next year,. · 
she hopes to house more than 
5500 . . 
· "I don't think at this point ; 
we11 need to have a lottery," : 
she said, although the . final : 
decision depends on · the : 
- amount · of second semester · 
freshmen admitted, the ·. 
suspension policy. the number : 
of · traditional hall students 
· moving to the new dorms, and 
other factors. 
Bischoff said this year was 
the first time in seven years that 
UN H was a,ble to offer housing 
to readmits and transfer 
students. 
"Right now is the best time 
for .them to move in," she said. 
The second new dorm is only 
half fu_ll at this point. 
University of New Hampshire 
celebrit~ Series 1983-84 
American . Repertory Theatre presents · 
Tbe scboo{ for ScaMda{ 
8 p.m., Saturday, October 15 
Johnson Theater.., Pa~I Arts Center, Durham 
. . . 
-. General .Tickets $8', Faculty & Staff $7 _ 
. UNH & NH High School Studems & Sr. Citizens $6 
.Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290 
10 a.m.-4 p.rn., Monday-Friday 
MAKING CAREER/LIFE 
DECISIONS 
Learn how to- evaluate and improve 
your decision making 
Wednesday~ Oct 12 
.· 6:00-7:30 PM 
Grafton Room-MUB 
Program Sponsored By 
Career Planning & Placement Service 
L---__;_-------~----------,-... -------------------
Howto make peace with Tolstoy.· 
If the academic wars are getting.you down, declare a .cease-fire. Take a break . 
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse _Mocha. ~fs just one of. six deliciously 
different flavors from ' · · 
General Foods® 
International Coffees. 
. GENERAL FOODS®INTERNATIONAL COFFEES. 
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR 
Available at University Bookstore 
© General Foods Corporation 1983 
·, Norman·'s Hair 
Styling 
In honor of our 25th year 
· in~' Durham,-we've· changed our '. looks 
we've lowered our prices ... 
HAIRCUT · 
Reg.~8.00; Now ·$6.00 
SHAMPOO/CUT 
Reg.$8.00, Now $6.00 
SHAMPOO/CUT /BLOWDRY 
Reg~$12.00, Now $9.00 
PERMS 
each to include 




$40 . .00 
4 Ballard St. 
.• D:urham, N~H . .. 
. (Next _to Tin Palace) 
. 868-2231 
" 
. ,· . . . . . . . . . . ' . . 
· J. ~ .<il .J;,.._ 'f.1~~°i!-~~~~~~....;.~..:'t~S':.Y.Y ... 'i'lt."\;~ .... ~'6'¥.s.~.:Y-.4.lf'.,.. :t.._ q,:,._ "J~"-- -,,.-':l~?f~"-11- .,'.-i,:_--a .... i..!I, ••.:. ·':A ,..c...,,. "".:i. ,!'1. ..... ..,, '"' .,."-'r~_-:.._;1·-.J. ... : ... ~"ff~-..;;, ."="jj'; ""A °'.!ft.-:-~;:-r_.~--..!.~ ~ ,,...., .. ~ . :,.·Ji. -~ ~-:,,:.~,,::-\.~ .. , •. ~, _-. .;._··_;_, ~~-~-:._.'1.!j_ '".:t. ·,.;. ........ -~ ~ ~:-, ..,, -.. ;. ·,~ .t:Y • .:,,."' ~\:~:..,...,_ -,,.... - .,._ -A::o.-•:.,.-A-, .~ -~ · 'i(.·-.!. -~"' ~a..::..."'i~~i·-..~. 
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-VOTERS-
< continued from pa,ge I ) 
town supervisor between now 
and election night before being 
allowed to vote. Prince said. · 
However. town officials were 
uncooperative and ··weren't 
making .any effort to register. 
· people," said Peter Dunfey, . 
· founder of the Democratic · 
Student Organization (DSO) 
which l?rought Jackson to 
UNH . . 
Town officials refused 
drivers' licenses as . proof of 
citizenship and deliberately 
made -it unclear that students 
.... 
I / at the 
Stone · Church 
~ 
certificate. Dunfey said. ~ · / 
Prince said it was the - ' 
* 
could still partially register ZWednesday the 12th 
without a passport or birth ~
responsibility of high schools. , 
and not town officials, to ""Rock '7our B.lu'es 
inform students on correct i 1 
DURHAM BIKE -~ 
USED BIKE SALE: 
COLUMBIA 10 speed 
TREK 620 23" 
PUCH 19" 
RALEIGH 25" 
ARA YU 1 0 speed 







SCHWINN 5 speed 
. RAND 23" . 
SCHWINN 5 speed 
CHILD'S -10 speed 
SCHWINN 5 speed 
- Jenkins Court · 
Durham, New Hampshire 03824 
.J~68-5634 
Shows Friday Oct. 14th and Saturday Oct. 15th 






voter regis-tration procedures. I / Aw' ay" , 
Towns may legally register / · - • $1.00 admission. 




· driver's license, -said NH . - · ·, ~, 1Mcq"";,uiL1£aShlmLui 1LFL1MCMLxxx, fir,_~i 
Secretary of State Bob.._ ______________________ _."•----------------__ _.;.Al:;.;,11q,; .. ":_;~~- ,ed~'-:·=~~~ 
Ambrose in a statement made 
Thursday. 
· But town supervisors, by 
right of New Hampshire 
Election Laws,may request any · 
evidence they deem sufficient 
to prove citizenship. · Prince · 
said he · would not accept a 
driver's license because ••it does 
riot ·prove citizenship." 
Licenses should-be sufficient 
· since ••safeguards are already 
built . into the system;" said 
assistant NH minority whip 
Rep. James Demers ( D-
Dover). . 
1 If anyone registers to vote on 
a, falsified license, they perjure 
(pemselves arid . could go to 
jiil,;'-J1e said.·M students d_on 't 
have . to go throug·h all thfs to 
register for the draft, they 
shouldn't have to go through it 
all to register to vote. 
Dunfey said he asked Board 
·of Supervisors chairperson 
Anne Valenza three weeks ago 
for a special registration booth 
in . the MUB the day of 
Jackson's arrival but was 
turned down. Valenza 
reasoned that the registration 
se,ssion would be wasted 
because·• a majority of students 
don't vote on election day.,, -
Prince and Maurice agreed 
to hold the three hour voter 
-registra~ion session last Friday 
because they ·•didn't want to 
d isa ppoi nt students from 
yesterdai' who weren't able to 
register, Maurie~ said. ··we're 
not the ogres they're making us 
out to be. He (Jackson) hasn't 
cau·sed us to do anything 
different," Maurice said. 
Valenza said she felt both 
Prince and Maurice ••were 
frightened" into action by the 
press and Jackson's threat to 
· return this Tuesday if plans 
weren't made. 
In a pamphlet distributed by 
the DSO 'last Friday, stµdents 
were urged to register to vote or 
give the DSO their names if 
refused registration by the 
supervisors. · 
Everyone, however. was 
allowed their signatures on the 
checklist. A notification was 
placed above the name of each 
student who did not present a . 
birth certificate or passport. 
-Junior Lisa Santagate-. 
broadcaster of the WUNH 
news. thought she _ needed a · 
birth certificate to sign the 
checklist until PrhJce told her 
other~ise. Santagate said she 
registered to vote because of 
the controversy · stirred by 
Jackson. · · 
Howtobeat . 
Sweaterville's prices 
on brand-name fashions. 
r;:-----------;i 
I I -------II · 
I · I 
: : Bonnie Doon : : · 
I I - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - _, I 
~------ ---- ~ 
Makirig your own cloth~ is about the.only way to compete 
with Sweaterville discounts on famous-label fashions. 
Sweaterville is a factory outlet, with no midqlemen between 
us and the manufacturer. 
That's why prices are lower thanl'discount" on all kinds of 
sweaters, blouses, sportswear, shirts, skirts and more. 
We offer names like Old Colony, Crazy Horse, .Bonnie Doon, 
and Century to name just a few. And others we can't even advertise 
because prices are so low-but you'll recognize them instantly. 
At Sweatemlle, we have firie clothing for the whole 
POR'f.SMOUfH, Maplewood Ave., (603) 436-5521; 
Blouin & Co. 545 Boylston St. Boston, Mass. 02116 
, PORTSMOlITH, Maplewood Ave.; LACONIA/IAKEPORT, Elm St~;\VOLFEBORO, South Main St.; NORTH CONWAY, Rt. 16; 
. STOWE, Vf., Mountain Rd., (West Plua); HINGHAM, 222 North St.; WFST DENNIS,,Rt. 28, (Colonial Ciaoole Plaza). 
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Editorial 
Pay ch~ck · 
A tragedy is occurring at UNH. An 
important part of this .and any University is . 
being assaulted b~cause of financial and 
political considerations in the -state capital. 
Gubernatorial election for considering a tax), 
so hence the cuts . . 
-we lose more of our excellent faculty to more 
lucrative offers unless something .is done. The 
State must- realize a basic economic fact. 
Without higher salaries comparitive to other 
academic institutions, it is difficult to maintain 
a comparatiye faculty. This fact doesn't even 
consider the problem of faculty being recruited 
into the business community by larger salaries. 
.Thankfully, UNH has certain inherent 
qualities. (location, for · instance) that 
somewhat offset the University's low salaries . 
This, however, can -last onl-y so long. After all, 
the faculty has to buy food and pay rent also. _ 
As most people are aware, the University has 
been a natural target for budget cuts. This is in 
part the reason why New Hampshire has the 
infamous 50th rank concerning state 
contributions to higher education. Faculty 
salaries are just ·one aspect of the state's refusal 
. to adequat~ly support higher education. 
The state, however, makes the ciaim that 
This tragedy is the facultfs - struggle to 
receive equitable salaries. Despite a 2.5 percent 
increase in across-the-board pay and a 1.5 
percent · increase in merjt pay, the faculty at 
UNH has yet to receive a sala_ry that is 
reflective of their expertise and commitment. 
UNH has one of the lowest faculty salaries in 
New England despite this year's modest salary 
increase. Why? Part of the answer lies within 
the closed doors of our state captial. 
The state government, besieged by huge 
: deficits, has been under heavy pressure to 
reverse the state's recent deficit spending. Of 
cours.e, the typical · response by most 
governments is to either cut services or raise -
taxes. New Hampshire is too proud to consider 
a state income tax (Hugh Gallen lost the 
. they would gladly give the University m o n ; 
funding if UNH could only prove their need. 
The government also believes - that the 
University System could be run more 
efficiently. Perhaps they're right. But whether 
the University needs more money or more 
efficiency, one thing. is clear - action is 
needed. 
The state government must recognize that 
the wisest investment for the future of our state 
lies in the realm of education. Yet, who can 
maintain a quality educationaf program if we 
can't _ even afford to_ pay quality faculty? A 
We cannot continue to expect the faculty 
and students to bear the burden of the State's 
lack of action. It is only a matter of time before 
. significant salary increase for UN H's faculty is 
something this state cannot afford to refuse. 




To the Editor: 
In respect to several attributed 
comments about the Commuter 
Advocate in. last Friday's New 
Hampshire we would like to take 
issue with several of them. 
Specifically: 
-I/ As Business Manager last 
year it was Stephen Parker who 
was r_esponsible for drawing up the 
Student Press budget. By his own 
admission the figlires he projected 
are "unattainable". We appreciate 
that this is not entirely his fault, . 
but nonetheless it is the 
responsibilty of this year's editorial 
board to live up)o his budget. 
2/ On the subjec-t of "effective 
leadership" or rathe'r the lack of it: 
It has been . the intention and · 
- achievement of this editorial board 
to bring a cohesion and team effort 
to the operation of the paper which 
has resulted in shorter production 
nights and a higher quality end 
product. 
3( There has, this year, been less 
abuse of Student Press money by 
Commuter Advocate staff. The 
abuses mentio~ed in the article 
occurred last _year and steps are 
being taken to further red.uce these · 
abuses. · · 
4/ The editorial board of the 
Advocate has takeq :all" necessary 
steps to maximize the economy of 
the production of the paper. As 
· many materials as possible are 
recycled between issues. . 
. The format change, mentioned 
near the end of the article, was 
made not only in response tQ 
financial obligations . but as a 
sincere attempt by the Advocate's 
editorial board to meet the needs 
of commuters throughout the 
Seacoast area . 
. articles. 
The most recent issue of the 
Advocate contained seven news . 
articles. . five of which • clearfy 
pertained directly to , _student 
commuters, while . the remaining 
two stories were of relevance to 
apyone · within the University 
community. . 
The editorial boa·rd of the 
Commuter Advocate has pledged 
to continue this sort of dedication 
of Mr. Parker, the Advocate will lt 
0-N"fl and, despite the commentf 
Mr. Parker, the Advocate will 
remain responsive to the special 
needs oJ its readership. 
If anvone wishes to examine the 
new io~k of t"t1e Ad~ocate, ihey ~re 
more tnan we1come to :sµcuu a 
(short)-prod·uction night with us. 
Chris Fauske, Editor-In-Chief, 
pp The Advocate Editorial Board 
· 1 
• 
To the Editor: 
In regards to the article which 
appeared in . last Friday's New 
appeared in the Oct. 4 edition of 
the The New Hampshire, wo~ld be 
a gross understatement. Outraged 
is closer to the truth. I. . . 
Mr. Couturier's pointed 'attack 
was based on conjecture and 
misinformation rather than fact. _-
This is evident by Mr. Courturier's 
presumptuous angle that the 
majority of the free world supports 
the Watt-resignation rn~vement. 
This is not the -case and if Mr. 
Couturier had taken the time to 
engage in some research, I trust the 
"University Forum" editorial . 
"Watt /s _going on?" would have· 
been refle-ctive of the view that -
Watt is going on and will continue 
to serve his fellow man. 
It is indeed ironic that Watt has 
been a lighting rod for controversy 
from the preservationalist 
standpoint since he took office in 
1281. Here is a principled 
. Ha mp sh ire reg a rd i n g t h e 
Commuter Advocate, there is one 
point I would like to clarify. 
Although ou_r Editor-In-Chief. · 
Chris Fauske, has indeed admitted 
to having taken his position 
"because no one else applied for 
it" the fact is that he was .the most · 
qualified person for the job and· it ' <;:'h._ristian rrian with a -purpose i"h 
is with_ great dedication . . hk to ~o his job well, to protect 
enthusiasm, a·nd professionalism the environment - the media 
that he leads the Advocate staff. 
Cn-ris was offered the ·position of 
.Eoitor-ln-Chief and did.not accept 
'immediately because he was 
satisfied with his position as 
Features Editor. He has - the 
complete support of the Advocate 




rarely deigns to report Wa.tt's 
exten'sive conservation efforts -
while utilizing the land · to the 
fullest benefit of man. James Watt 
is a man of such integrity that he is 
regarded by Captiol Hill peers, 
whether or not they agree with his 
policies, as "incorruptable." 
Why, we should ask, does Mr. 
Couturier opt to malign a 
politician who is honest enought to 
To the Editor: speak his mind? Watt has been 
. To say that I was slightly taken to task by the media and 
At a meeting on October 5, 
members of the Advocate\ 
editorial board finalized plans for 
the format change, which include a ' 
shift to longer, more in-depth news 
and feature stories in addition to 
those presently covered by the 
paper's concept, expanded listings 
of local and regional events, and 
the expansion of photo coverage to 
accompanying news and feature 
dismayed after reading Brian J. political opponents for his recent 
. Courturie_r's attack on Secretary of off- th e~c_uff remarks on the 
the In tenor James Watt
1 
which ___ ~om position · of a · government 
committee; remarks for which 
Watt has aoologized. 
Unlike many political machines 
who never make mistakes, Watt's 
only_ fault seems to be t:hat he is 
human; Close observers of Watt, 
ur:ilike the maj .ority of his 
opponents, realize how fortunate 
the United States is io have a -
politician who doesn't walk the 
fence and dodge controversial 
issues for fear . of recourse: We 
should be grateful to have a 
government official of such 
integritv and purpose. 
lt--might be more feasible to take 
a close look at Watt's opposition; 
their compostion, integrity, and 
level of literacy. Perhaps we are 
naive to harbor the presumption 
_ that a person who holds positons 
sucn a Forum co-editor anci N~w~_ 
Brief Editor would be well read; 
that this person would make ari 
effort to research both sides of an 
. issue, on which. he ··has chosen to 
take an editorial stance. On this 
fa ult, perhaps we should take Mr. 
Couturier to task. 
Thom Hayes 
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Rising .temperatures in S.E. Asia 
Sunday's explosion that killed the 
top echelon of the diplomatic and 
economic bureaucracies of South 
Korea is bound to increase 
heightening tensions in South East 
_Asia. 
This region has been thrown into 
turmoil 'in the last two months due to a 
-series of events. 
The first event occurred August 21 
when Benigno Aquino, the Phillipines . 
opposition leader, was assassinated 
minutes after his arrival iri Manila. 
_The second · event occurred 
September I when a Soviet military 
aircraft shot down a Korean Airlines 
'jet, .killing all 269 passengers and crew 
aboard. 
Now, the blast that killed 14 top 
Korean officials in Burma repres~nts 
the third time in less than two months 
that unexpected violence has rocked 
the r~gion. _,,--
It 1s stlll unclear how the Burmese 
explosion will affect regional ·stability. 
It is clear, however, that this second 
. viol~nt act against South Korea will be 
. handled much more seriously than the 
Korean Airlines massacre. 
Some of the repercussions of these 
· three violent acts may have lasting 
results. · 
ln the Phillipines, the assassination 
of Aquino has. sparked a wave of 
-protest and civil disobedience - that 
threatens · the rule of President 
Ferdinand Marcos. The situation has· 
the. po~sibility ~f ·submersing the 
nation mto mass violence and .even 
civil war. 
In Japan, the . downing of Korean 
fli~ht 00~ ~as given added strength to 
Pnme Mrn1ster Yasuhiro Hakasome's 
call for an increase in Japan's military 
strength. Opposition to Nakasorne's 
p_olicy has grown considerably ' quiet, . 
smce the Korean jet plunged into the·I 
S,ea of Japan. · 
However, the consequen_ces of 
Sunday's mass assassination could 
strike closer to home. South Korean 
President Chun Doo Hwan, who 
narrowly escaped the expl_o§_ion, has 
already accused ·North · Korea of the 
/. 
·Young Drive by Jennifer Bump·· · 
Two ·weeks ago, the residents of 34 
Young Drive were arres,red for 
allegedly selling alcohol _at a block 
party on Labor Day weekend. 
Asking people _ to contribute or 
donate money for the beer they drink 
at a keg party can be considered selling 
alcohol, which is i'llegal in New 
Ha~pshire~ witJ-tout a permit. · 
At least half the houses on Young 
Drive had kegs that night. Are 
Durham police so ignorant as to think 
party-goers didn't contribute to the 
buying of kegs at those other houses? 
They wanted to cooperate with police, 
and they got the impression that the 
police were willing to work with them. 
How many students make an effort to 
· communicate with police when 
planning parties? · 
These women were not told that 
they might have done something 
illegal until five days afte f the party. 
They went through weeks· ·of 
questioning before charges were 
brought against them. _ 
Granted, . selling · beer in New 
Hampshire is illegal without a permit. 
Se.lling beer in New Hampshire is illegal 
without a permit. 
There are keg parties in · Durham 
every weekend. Some are large and the 
police know about them. Do they 
really believe five or ten people supply 
free beer to huridreds of guests at every 
keg party in Durham? 
The residents of 34 Young Drive 
took special precautinns in planning 
their party. They talked -to Durham 
police before and during the party. and 
asked for advice about how to run it. 
But how can Durham pol-ice now 
enforce a -law_ that they've simply 
overlooked in the past? And -how can 
Lt. . Vittum say Durham police '~treat 
people with the same fairness when 
enforcing laws'"? 
To prosecute these , women who 
tried to cooperate with police •is even 
more unfair. ls thi-s what happens 
when you try to work with the police? 
You get stabbed in th~ back? 
A sideways look, at ... Jesse J aCkson 
The Reverend Jesse Jackson is not, 
so far as ariyone knows, a candidate 
for the Democratic nomination. He is,' 
however, a vital part of the 
Domocratic push for the White 
House, and recontrol of the Senate. 
Jackson is director of PUSH . 
PUSH is a program-designed t9 get 
black voters to register. Jackson 
recently brought it to UNH where he 
urged all students to register. If they 
do, there will be a significant increase 
in the number of Democratic votes in 
this regio_n. 
Jesse Jackson is not new to the 
political scene, so it is more than likely 
that he. appreciates the special 
handicaps he faces _. _ 
Jackson is black, and there appears 
to be no way around this problem. It is 
~ _pi:_o_l:!_l£rp purely_ ':1_~Q__~mply because 
there are still a lot of people in this 
country whp are not prepared to 
support a black candidate for office, 
regardless of his or her policies. (Keep 
an eye '?n Mayoral candidate Mel 
King in Boston). 
Jackson said he will think about his 
·candidacy over the next three or so 
months. That should leave him time to 
file for the New Hampshire primary if 
· . he wa·nts to. There are a lot of 
Democrats who are hoping
1
that Jesse 
Jackson does not declare. There is a 
feeling that his declaration would do 
by Brian Couturier 
bfast and has put all military forces on 
alert. If evidence is found supporting 
Chun 's claim, there may be a strong 
urge on South Korea's part to 
somehow strike back. This would 
. further heighten tensions between the 
two nations, where several incursions 
of South Korean waters . by North 
Korea have recently been reported. 
One thing is clear- any conflict 
between the two nations would involve 
U.S. combat troops stationed in South 
Korea. . · 
The U.S. will naturnlly try to defuse 
the regional situation in South East 
Asia, but only through time will we 
know if these three recent violent acts 
will ·have long-lasting international 
. repurcussions. 
Brian Couturier is the co-editor · of 
University Forum. 
by Chris_,.Fauske 
gre~t harm . to the ·chances of any 
Democratic candidate for office. After 
· PUSH that would be a great crime. 
Jesse JaGkson is an impressive 
individual. Anyone who can ·lead 200 
stud.ents to Durham Town 
Hall fo vote cannot be all bad, nor can , 
they be totally lacking in charisma. 
Jackson would provide an invaluable 
new dimension to presidential 
campaigns. There is one problem. 
Someone said, after· Jackson's visit 
to UNH, "itisacryinphamethatman 
was born black.' It is a sad 
commentary on America that this still 
· matters. 
Chris Fauske writes for the New 
Hampshire. among other things. 
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·Rape 
To the Editor: 
As a student ·at a school. for 
higher learning I feel com.pelled to 
comment on an article appearing 
in the - October 7 issue · of your 
~ newspaper. The article, written by 
Dan Landigran, deals with the 
issue _of rape in a manner that is 
sornewhat less than professional. 
Media hype and excess 
generalization do little to show the 
residents of UNH what , the 
· problem of rape is all about. Allow 
me to illustrate my point. 
The verv headli'ne Iiterallv drios 
of ex-aggeration for the sake· of 
reader interest. The title,"Rape 
P~evelant on · UNH .Campus," 
suggests violent male domination 
of the female gender "prevails' over 
any other form of relationship 
between the sexes. The article in no 
way substantiates this absurd 
insinuation. I felt a bit misled when · 
reading the article. 
I have yet to· violently a·ssault a The article states that the action 
woman. I cannot consider this of the Soviets is appalling but that 
statemerit to be.quite true. Further, '"It represents nothing new:" If it 
this statement is an insult to the represents nothing new then why 
upstanding ma I es in this the sudden drastic action called for 
community who do not believe in in the proposal? If this has always 
the horrible practice of rape. The been the way of the Soviets then 
director is alienating the male sex why wasn't this proposal brought 
from the solution of the problem. up earlier? 
Sensational headlines ·and The article then goes on to tell 
grossly generalize· statements do the reader what life is like in the 
little to solve the problem of rape. Soviet Union. We read of the 
. It can riot be questioned that rape is fearful oppression that plagues all 
a cruel and vicious atrocity that the Soviet citizens. What is not 
should not be tolerated in our mentioned · is that all ·the 
society. However, it seems unlikely information that we hear about 
that catchv headlines and emotion- , comes from the Soviet dissidents 
charged ba.ttle cries will bring us · that have xleft the USSR because 
anv closer to a solution . As a they . were op_pressed. Obviously 
coilege student, I think intelligence they a re-going w say that tltiugs a rt 
and resolute persuit of justice is terrible there. For them it was. Any 
more appropriate. · Soviet who doesn't think that their 
Authur p. Robert government is oppressive won't 
leave, and thus cannot tell us about 
their feelings for their country. It 
· was acting on these types of ~ 
Two other lines, di'rect quotes To the Editor: 
desire, change jobs at will, 
organize demonstrations, move to 
another city, join any of a va,riety 
of political · groups,.' . . and speak 
openly against the government on 
any street c_orner without worrying 
that some KGB agent will whisk us 
off to Siberia. · · 
Sure we can choose our careers, 
if we have the money for all of the 
schpoling and training that we 
might need. We can read any book 
w~ desire also, as long as the local 
school board or PT A doesn't take 
it off the she.Ives of ·the school 
libra1:-y. You canjoin any political 
group you want, even, God forbid, · 
the Communist Party, as long as 
you don't mind going on lists in 
\Va;:ihin0 ton a:. a member. Finally, 
yo~ can· organize demonstrati_<ms 
and speak op~nly against the 
government as much. as you want, 
as long as ybu are careful and don't , 
"incite to riot". This is a very 
flexible law desigm~d for all sorts of 
occasions such as potentiallv .. 
from the director of the Sexual When I first started reading""269 
Ha_rassment and Rape Prevention · More Victims of Sovi~t Brqtality", 
program, are a bit more obvious in . from the Intellectual Activist that 
their generalizing ton•e. The was thouehtfullv olastered all over 
rumor-s -and information that got 
the U~ into trouble at the Bay of 
Pigs in 1961. I am not saying that 
the Soviet government is ·not 
oppressive, only that one must be 
more open in forming conclusions harmful political demonstrations~ 
from this "data". The article then contradicts 
The article then goes to the I itself. At one point it says that "The 
extremes of saying.that "They(the Soviets don't want peace," an 
Soviet people) cannot plan, they · awfully assuming state-ment. Then 
cannot hope." Has the Soviet · three paragraphs later, it says that 
Union some new super weapon "It is undeniably true that it is in 
that can ferret out what people are the Sovie(s interest not to have a 
thinking:? -If . not, ·then how can War." 
· director stated that, "We live in a the c~mpus! I was impressed, 
society where _ viole_nce against Anyone~ who could actually write 
women is an intergral factor as all that and be serious has a lot of 
baseball, hot _dogs a~d apple pie:" I guts . However, I like to think thatl 
do not ~eheve _ v-iolenGe aga_mst am reasonably ·open-minded and 
women , 1s smil~d upop like •· so continued reading. 
grandmas a-ppl~ pie or _th_e sandlot , Righ-t at the beginning of the 
basebal.l games many of us played article I was hit with the . 
i~ our, youth. If the . SHARr .. proposal": Break off all 
directors state~ent was true, It . diplomatic relations, close all . 
seems. more likely that. rape embassies and not even discuss 
education would be tau~ht m our• · wheat deals with the Soviets. After 
schools ~han sex education. recovering from my shock, J read 
.. The d1re~tor wen_t <?n to s~y t,~at, · on to see what could pos~ib!y be 
Any male 1s a potential rapist.~~ added to that: ,-
anyone say that .someone cannot 
hope and plan? Hope _can survive 
anything, whether ii be the Nazi 
Holocaust or Soviet ·oppressi,0n. 
The article then applauds some 
of the things taken for granted in . 
the US that the Soviet citizens 
can't even imagine . 
"Here we can choose ,'.Our .. 
. careers. read· whatever books we 
· Now, I · always thought . that 
peace was freedom from war and 
strife, ~nd sure enough~ when I 
)ooked it up in the dictionary, that 
1s exactly what it said. Come on 
no~.' "ln\eJ)ectual" Acti.yists'L 
Th~ article concludes with some 
strange , correlations between the 
Soviet Union and murderers and 
rapists. Let's· assume that this is a 
. valid argument. The Activists say 
again to "·brand the USSR a 
barh::irous state and cut off all 
diplomatic -ties with it." They say 
this because the USSR should be 
treated as the murderers and 
rapists. However, you don't even 
treat the criminals that way. The 
whole · idea of the American 
judiciary and correctional 
institutes is - to rehabilitate .the 
criminal. You don't do that by .. 
cutting him off from all cont::ir.t 
Another point that the Activists 
seem to forget is that the Soviet 
Union, whether we like it or not, is 
a first rate world power. You can't 
just . ignore a country ·with 
240,000,000 people and pretend 
that thev are not tht>rt> 
Finally, I would like to state that 
I was. a_s shocked and angered as 
everyone when I read · about the 
airliner getting shot down, but my , 
immediate iwr.nnrl .thought was 
"What will th~-u·s govern-merit do 
as it reacts emotionally . to this 
crisis?" Well folks, we now have 
the MX missile. And for all my 
defense of the Soviet Union; I still 
think the US is a better country, or 
J wouldn't live here. My intentions 
are to get people to think about 
issues on .a long term basis / not just 
in an emotion~!, nearsighted way. 
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? 
Call us toll-free for a low-cost student loan. · 
As a non-profit organization, the Found.atio_n can offer loans to students and parents at 
. rates far lower than commercial tuition pl·ans or conventional consumer loans. 
Our new Alternative Loans for Parents and Students (ALPS) is designed to he_lp you and -
your family pay for your educational expenses. Loans range from $4,000 to $10,000 and 
can cover any 12-month academic period (including the corning Spring/84 and Fall/84 
-semesters). 
You and your p.arents will have up to 12 years to repay, with no penalty for ea'rly repayment. 
As· an added con·venience, your application can be made entirely by mai-1 ~there are no 
banks to visit, no. time-consuming inter.views. . 
In addition to ALPS, the Foundation also administers federal student loan programs, 
including Guaranteed Student Loans, Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students, . 
and Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students. 
Chances are, if you need to borrow to pay for your education, we have a 
student loan that's just right for you. · 
Call us toll-free for more information -
1-800-235-ALPS (outsid~ ·N.H. -1-800-525-ALPS). 
/ 
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Incredible C usuals . kick off 
By John Ouellette followed with two versions of 
Take your shoes off. Relax. "Saw It Coming All Along". 
This . is what . .bass guitarist The first was an exceptional 60s 
Chandler ~Travis did Friday rock "n' roll dance song. The 
night at the Stone Church with second w~s slower with a 50s 
his band of 60s surfers, the rock ab i 11 y / swing beat. 
Incredible Casuals. ""Talkin' "was their most up-
Cape Cod's . Incredible to-date so·ng with ska· beat, 
Casuals .play a potpourri of 60s chords, and high.-hat cymbols. 
surf music mixed with ska, Question . Mark arid the 
country and i'nfluences of the Mysterians' "'96 Tears" was 
first British invasion. The result well done, · even without 
is fun and danceable. · keyboards. Valium concen-
The six foot six inch tall trated on a cymbal that 
drummer Vince Valium played resembled a beat up hubcap. 
crouched behind a miniature Travis wore a Japanese print 
drum set as if he was ·readying kimono f.bathrobe. Spam pi~ 
to burst out. The barefoot nato added the trumpet from 
Travis played a ragged bass and · "When . the Saints Come 
wore a woodsman's cap with Marching In". These guys-will 
extended rim on which is try anything. 
written"Let'sGo." Travis filled the · gaps 
Left handed guitaristJohnny between songs with comical 
"Junior" Spainpinato had a rambling. 
shaggy Beatles haircut circa "They've changed the walls . 
1965 and a boyish · face. since we were here last," he 
Guitarist Steve Shook was the said. . 
. best-dressed of the crew, He went through the names 
wearing a vest and black ha( the band has had ., 
Together they look casual at bringing us up to date by saying 
best. . that they are now "The Muscle 
Travis Spampianato BeachCasuais."Shooknodded 
harmonies were sweet, ranging ahd pointed to Travis as he told 
f ~om early Beatles to Grateful his stories. 
their shoes 
PAGE THIRTEEN 
Dead to Robert Pa liner, Their first' set had you saying 
especially on "Wouldn't You 'Td love to have this stuff on a 
Like to Know." .· record. I wish I~could play this 
"Seriously" was a catchy pop in my livingroom or al a party." 
song that became more serious The night was long, the Stone 
with a .nice Spampinato- Church was open until 2 a.m., 
S_hook · gui.!<:1_r e~ch~?g~: _J_h~~- · c:1nd by the third set~ the 
Johnny Spampinato, Vince Valium, and Chandler Travis of the Incredible Casuals at the Stone 
Church Saturday .night. (Jim Millard photo) 
µwm~mum ana ·excitement . The : live set . would . be . · way to enjoy this band i·s to see 
had.died down . . They played 40 1mpos~1ble to capture on ·a them. . 
songs. . recordmg so maybe the only 
at Once True, . Everywhere 




Spandau Ballet's new album 
doesn't live up to the promise of 
its -single/ title cut "True" .. The 
album represents a departure 
for the band not · reaching 
expectations. 
The first noticeable thing is 
its laidback sound. Gone are 
the prominent bass lines 
prevalent · on early funk 
workouts like "Muselebound." 
Instead there is the drawback 
of light instrumentation and 
emphasis on lead vocals. 
"Pleasure", · one of the first 
side's four songs, · shows the 
band's ( especially lead singer 
Tony Hadley's) debt to-, Roxy 
Music. The . re_st of the side is 
unremarkab.Ie dance inusic, 
due to lush synthesisers and 
on"Foundation", which in style · 'Iierlin Airlift has picked up.the 
and sound is a dead ringer for slack with their new six-song 
ABC's "Look of Love." EP Professionlly Damaged. 
The saving grace of the Pop hooks, cliches and 
album is the last song, "True". harmonies fill this effort, and 
Association (the band from even 38-year-old Rick Berlin's 
-the 60's)-style background voice sometimes resembles that 
vocals and an emphasis on .. of the Tubes' Fee Waybill. 
guitar and sax are a welcome · · The · lyrics deal with city 
change. The slow easy soul· themes, rape, crime, violence, 
sound gives · proof that people lost in the: shuffle, 
songwriter . Gary Kemp has lacking direction. However, 
been "listening to Marvin all they don't really put anything 
.11ight long." in perspective or tell us · 
Aside from "True", however, anything new. 
the album is a rather faceles5 "Hunger Strikes" · is the 
dance album: nothing here to longest and the best song on the 
grab · your attention. · It is album. It's pop mainstream, 
competent, but mediocre. following the Journey/ Rain-
:Perhaps the sucsess of "True", b,ow mold. The song's highlight 
will give them the inspiration . is a long ending guitar solo by 
· to write better songs next time Steven Perry. 
The guitar work is superb. One 
song, "Do It Tonight", even has 
a Romeo Void dance beat. 
But, most -of the stuff on the 
EP is borrowed and Berlin 
Airlift may be better off using 
their talents to try something 
new. 
- JOHN OUELLETTE 
around. The EP his several confused .· 
--LAIM J. O'MALLEY tempo tunes that are hard to- . PLIM SOULS 
stay with, especially "Stop' and EVERYWHERE AT ONCE 
Think About It" .and "Not 
Guilty" which is about a street GEFFEN 
kid who knows· right from The . Piimsouls weave--' , 
wrong but finally snaps anq . together si·xiies tock and 
rapes a girl. _ rhythm and blues with modern 
The album cover art is all pop technique to achieve a 
black and white. The cover winning and memorable 
picture is dark and gloomy, sound. Everywhere at Once, 
showing an arm getting a Berlin their. • second LP, should gain 
Airlift tatoo. The lyrics this California band greater 
resemble the cover in their ·recognition than their debut. 
pessimisn. . The Plimsouls' roots as a 
common place arrangements. BERLIN AI-RLIFT 
••1 Don't Know How · to Be garage band show through on 
Cool" has Berlin singing rather the first side. The standout cut 
tongue-in-cheek lyrics. is "Oldest Story.in the World", 
"Don't - Worry / I got it whichhasaslowertempothan 
down/ I practice in front of the most of their songs . but has 
. The radio hit "Lifeline" PROFESSIONALLY 
opens the second side"s four · DAMAGED 
songs with a smooth dance LO-TECH 
pace. The ·problem Spandau _ Now that the Tubes have 
Ballet has with establishing a taken to putting out pop 
musical indentitiy is evident ':' garbage like "She's a Beauty", 
·mirror." great Ventures-style guitar 
The harmonies are good, as chords and exceptional vocals. 
i~ the SQt,md quality of the EP. _ "Lie,- Beg, Borrow, : and 
Steal" steals t1ie riff from 
"Dirty wa·ter" and "Magic 
Touch" is a good rhythm and · 
blues song that echoes The· 
Rolling Stones' "Nineteenth 
Nervous ·Breakdown". · 
The seconcf side features the · 
best song on the album,_ "A 
Million . Miles A way", which 
has every right to be a classic 
· pop song . someday. An 
. instantly memorable chorus, 
clean, bright guitar lines and a 
standard three minute pop 
song feel make it the type of 
song that hit singles are made . 
of. ·- ---- · ·· ---·. 
Singer (guitarist Peter Case ~· 
has a loose, gritty delivery that 
is acceiithated by shout-along 
harrh~Hrized background 
vocals·: ,:-,. 
... Cer:t'iT~i-y one_ of the greatest · 
· assets ··• of the band is lead · 
guitat Jst Eddie Munoz~ ' 
· Ora wing from a wide range of -~ · 
influe.iices he executes a style of .~ 
his o_wn ·which features clean, ·' 
echoey · lines · and riffs. His 
so~nd is mixed prominently · 
in almost every song. · 
Also of note is the fine 
production work by Jeff · 
Eyrich, which captures a 
ma~imum · sound and spont- -
aneous feel. Perhaps their 
greatest highlight is the band's 
ability to write well-cr~fted, 
concise pop songs. They are 
inspired by the past but are not 
tra~ped by it'. This could be the -~ 
formula ·for success for ihe 
Plimsouls. _ 
; - LIAM J. O'MALLEY 
'. 
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~ : ~- ~ . . : parking concerns to be the allow Durham residents to 
- voice opinions _ about tpe . 
· complex. Sanborn reports only 
or.e complaint to the council, 
pertaining to noise ·when 
constniction was in the blasting 
stage -one month ago. 
complaints about the buildings 
that are occupied," Bon-. \. ·~ ' . . major · issu·e at the October 25 
meeting of the Neighborhood 
Community Council, made up 
of nearby Durham residents, 
apartment resid~nts, and 
giovanni said. _ 
At present, safety features, 
such as temporary walkways-
a n d. -Ii g ht in g . have "been 
installed. management. / · 
The Council was formed to "There haven't been any "Final gradirtg of the site is in 
progress," Bongiovanni said. 
"We've installed more lighting 
in response to · residents' 
requests'cm opening day. In my 
opinion, there's adequate 
lighting and designated 
walkways." 
-. Rana IIDd SIIIUBl liss·aulf 
· :An · ongoing weekly support. group offering an 
opportunity for victims of rape or, sexual assault. to 
· explore their issues and ~oncems. · 
Time: Tuesd'ays, 12:30 p.m . Begins Oct. 11 
. Place: Counseling and Testing Cente.r Schofield House: UNH 
Contact: t:llen Be<::ker, t-or tuttner mtormat1on. call 802-zmm 
auan 10 an woman-
1118 CID ... remove unsightly hair.from below 
the skin line wit~ our all natural 
Hair Remover. · fl ieaves .i,kin silky smooth 
·and discourages regrmyth. 
Prices: Eyebrows · $5 .00-$8 .00 · 
Upper Lips $5 .00 
Sideburns $5.00 
35 Main Street Durham 
Phone 868-7051 
GET SET ... AND GO· FOR 




10,000 -METER · 
. ROAD RACE 
·sATURDAY - OCT. 22nd 
S~ARTING TJME 
9:00 a.m. 
AT UNH FIELD.HOUSE 
ENTRY FEE.; $4 a.,dvanced registration ends Wed., 
.. ·· Oct. 19th __ . . . 
Register NOW in R~om 151 of .the Field House. 
Registration ~ccepted Up to 1 hour before race time. 
late r~gistratiori fee - an additional $1.00. 
CLASSES:·_ 18-25 yrs., 25 ... 39 yrs., 40+ yrs~ 
SPECIAL AWARDS: 1st · UNH Alumni; 1st 
Faculty /Staff (full-time with benefits); 1st UNH 
Graduate Student (fuH-time, graduate I.D.); . 1st 
UNH Undergraduate Student (full-time, student 
. I.D.) 
.-The first 250 finishers will receive a: UNH ~_port bag. 
For more information contact th~ 
Department of Recreational Sports, 
Room 151, _Field House: 862-1528 
RESUME-1s · 
ty.ped electro·nlcally ! 
· Selection .of paper 
_and envelopes 
25 copies 25 envelope■ 
25 extra sheets of paper 
S15.DD 
Dane_ t:he way you_ want it!' 
C Open ,saturdaya 1 .too! J 
DURHAM C .OPV 
· Jenkins Court 
Durham ,.NH D3B24 
B6B-7D31· ·,_ . 
Ron ~ary, ts;i~:!I 
proprietor 
Paving of the dirt paths is 
scheduled for completion by 
the end of October. In addition 
a security patrol is on . duty 
from IO p.m. until 6 a .m. to 
guard walkways. 
Students living in · the 
complex are pleased with some 
of the features . Sue Dillon, a 
senior from Maryland, was 
pleased about not having to 
haul furniture ... Since it's 
· furnishedJor one lurrip ·sum, it's 
easier to convince your parents 
about getting an apartment." 
.. The construction really 
doesn't bother us," Dillon sc,1id, ·. 
.. y OU . get accustomed to 
waking up at seven in the 
morping." . . _ 
Senior David O'Grady s~id·:· 
~'They're nice and quiet-~ 
· probably the best you can get 
for the price in Durham." Each 
resident pays $900- per 
semester. 
· The e·ntire. _ -co.mplex, . 
consisting of si i units and the 
community ~building, is 
~scheduled · for completion m 
June 1-984. 




Downtown, ·ourham 8:45 .- am 
Bus Stop market, Dover · 9:00 am 
Market Square, Portsmouth9:30am 
Depart -Boston 4:00 pm 
Purchase tickets · at 
the -Kari.:Van Office 
Monday~Friday 8:00 arit-5:00-· pm 
Pick up ~nd discharge points 
in Boston: 
Mus~um of Sdence,' 
Gov't c ·enter, Boston Commons·, 
. ' 
Museum of Fine Arts 
SATURDAYS 
--■lll■ ,862-232~ *Not including November)6, _1983-
;._Effective Od I, 1983."'UNH affilliated menibers-■-1111 
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have more new construction at 
the University, than we have 
had in the last 15 years. 
UN H is starting a major 
stu_dy on space on campus, 
Haaland said. "We want to see 
if we are using the space we 
have available to the best 
advantage." · 
( continued from page 1 ) 
Through renovations 
-Conant f1all will have it's high 
ceilings lowered to allo-w 
another floor to be put i-n. · 
Haaland also said UNH · 
should not get involved in how 
the State gives oufmoney to the 
U nivers.ity. . 




PUB ... · 
independence from the state. 
By showing them how we use 
money, we could show them 
that we need," he said. · 
Haaland, who withdrew very 
early from the presidential 
search last spring, would not 
comment on whether he would 
submit his name as a candidate · 
for the next search. 
, DANCE TO THE TUNES OF 
"THE NOW SOUND EXPRESS" 
A GUARANTEED GOOD TIME! 
Admission: 50C 
UNH ID/PRQOF OF AGE REQUIRED 
DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 




........ ~_ ~~ .... l """" .1$ R -~ .... 
J(appa Sigma 
.Little Sisters' .· 
Open Rush 
All Girls Welcome 
·Oct. 11th 8-10 p.m. 
TAKE A DAY OFF FROM SMOK_ING 
NOVEMBER 17, 1983 
lllildtrnt55 . (rai/5 . 
Pettee Brook Lane 
Ourbam. New Hamosn1re 0382.l 
News waves? They're the trends of today__;in poli-
tics, business, youth, ttle economy- that affect 
. what's to come next month, next year, in the next 
decade. · 
News waves in U.S.News: We analyze them every 
week (before they make the headlines elsewhere) to 
keep you on top of- and prepared for-whaf the 
future holds in store. · 
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price . . lust fill out 
and send in the coupon below. · 
Only 
Money-saving 
· Student Coupon 
D YES, send me 23 weeks of 
U.S.News & World Report for only 
·$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular 
35¢ 
per week 
subscription rate and 77% off the 
cover price. 
Name ________ '",--_ _;_ __ _ 
School Name ___________ _ 
Address _____ ____ Apt. __ _ 
City/State Zip __ _ 
u.s.News 
& WORLD R8PORT 
Mail coupon to: 
U.S.News & World Report 
Room 264, 2300 N St., N.W. · 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
Listen for the News Blimp, on WUNt1, brought to you 
by U.S.News & World Report. - r - ~ 
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co.mies 
GARFIELD 
HEY, ARLENE. GUE5S 
MOW MUCH WEIGHT I 
CAN PRE.€,5 . 
10-11 
SUBURBAN SUSPENSE 
AA./ /l~EII./CA.N l>"4D 'NO~l!/ES ABO 
rtlE Fvrv O<./R. "PEP$/ 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 





15 Eve or Enoch 
16 Irritate 
17 October gem. 
. 18 - ·Miles 
19 Miss Korbut 
20 "My-," old TV 
show 
23 Prefix for pod 
24 Draft classifi-
cation (2 wds.) 
25 ,, _ as a ' 
· Stranger" 
26 Incas' milieu 
28 Bacterial 




36 Bert Lahr role 
37 Emulates the big 
bad wolf 
38 Earth goddess 
39 Mr. Boudreau 
40 Eddie Peabody's 
instrument 
41 .West African 8 Fabric juncture 
nation 9 Makes more 
42 Theatrical interval attractive 
44 Doesn't - eye- 10 Picturesque cave 
la sh 11 Leslie Caron role 
45 Genesis vessel 12 Aquarium growth 
46 Open 13 College VIP 
48 - judicata 21 Deer 
50 01 d TV show 22 Actor Calhoun 
(3 wds.) 27 - mother 
55 Construction member 29 Data, for short 
(2 wds.) 30 Jane Fonda movie 
56 Invalidate 31 Djakarta native 
•. 57 Inter-. 32 "Rollerball" star 
· 58 - breve 33 Fr ench title 
59 Sheer fabric (abbr.) 
60 Eastern European 34 Diamond sacrifice 
61 Cal. - 37 Larcenous rodents 
62 Horse (2 wds,) 
63 Orson Welles role 38 Nibble 
40 Tell all 
DOWN !t ~:;i1: ~t~~;tst ic 
l Airborne 44 Cried 
2 Amends 47 Metric work unit · 
3 Omitting (2 ·wds,) 49 Ward off 
4 Site of· 1952 winter 50 Car or comand 
olympics 51 Competent 
5 Wash~owls 52 Bath powder 
6 Give a speech 53 Unit of speed 
7 Old TV . show (4 wds.) 54 Soak up the sun 
.:CROSSWORD ANSWERS, page 17 
By JIM DAVIS -
RtGH1 NOW I'D TRADE ALL THl5 
STRENGTH FOR JU5T ONE -
SNAPP¥ COME0ACK 
© 1983 United-Feature Syndicate, Inc, 
By DAVE TWOMEY 
By J(;>~HNNY HART 
-TRYlNG -ro f\CK UP A CH\G\( wm, A cup· 
. . OF 8e-eR, AND.\A BAG OP; Pe:ANUT~--f/G1-
BLOOM COUNTY -
._ By ·B·ERKE BRE_ATHED _ 
(Ju1tr 01£RYON€-. · A {,/TIU 
R€5ff.lT Pl€A5f. ,,, W€ HAV€. A 
MIV-LJF6 CRl5fS GOING CW 
IZ(GHT NOW IN MllO'_S fltfAPOW ... 
IZ(6Hr. WHICH WOUf,.V've 'ee£N 
FIN€ IF H6 HAl?frT At..50 JVST 
(.£ARN€V 10/lAY 1HAT 1H€. 






· Y£~, 1VflAY OUR CA~TY 
. OF TIME, JU6T WRN€.V ... UH ... 
HOW OW AGAtN? 
5IX . . 
/ 
WHICH M€ANS; OF COURf;f, I 1HM 
Hf, HIT PUBfKrY ABOUT FM:-








-( conti_mied from page I) 
He may suggest that the 
student take English 50 I but, 
according to · Dethier ""that's 
hard 'to do .. because of the 
· limited 501 classes. 
Dethier does . not want to 
assign ""busywork" to the 
students, but he does believe 
that for :a student to learn, he · 
must practice. 
The writing deficiel)cy must 
be cl_eared up by the end of t~e 
--- following semester or the 
_student will not be allowed to 
continue. in WSBE, Ladd said. · 
Neither Dethier · or Ladd 
could guess at how many of the 
I ,300 undergraduates in WSBE 
the program will affect. ""We 
won't . know until after this 
semester and jt may take 
longer. " Ladd, said. 
Dethier believes that the 
success of the prpgram depends 
upon the faculty members. If 
the faculty reacts apathetically 
to the requirement, Dethier · 
may get only a few students. 
b u t i 'f p r of e s s_ o r _s a re 
enthusiastic, he may get 
several. 
Most WSBE students feel 
that ~lth~u.gh the pr?gr~m may 
entail' ext.fa work~ 1t will help 
s t u d e n t s . w i t h . w r i t i o g' 
problems. Mike Champoux, a 
senior business administration 
major said, ""I don't feel that 
freshmen English prepares _a 
student' enough. The·re should 
be an emphasis• on grammar · 
and writing all ·thrnugh 
college." 
Ladd said that WSB-E has . 
always been conq~rned with its 
students' writingabilities. That 
is why W.SBE offers the Beckett 
· - Writing Award. " _ 
Yet, the annual award is not 
enough to encourage all WS BE 
students. Ladd said, '"Our 
purpose is not to punish or to 
burden students. We 're onlv 
trying to make , student·s 
understand that good writing is 




Single ST-250, Rd. Executive c;E[~:e-ov1,10,. ?; gBifocal~ 
and Lense •· _ DJ_ ·· 








~wide selection of men's, women's, 
children's, contemporary . frames. 
. Tints , oversize . arid . st--ronger 
prescriptions slightly extra With 
designer & metal frames · $10 more. 
466 Central Avenue, Upper Square 
Dover 749-2094 
. Discount For Students & Senior C_itizens . 
Will Not Apply On Sales & Contacts 
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CLASSIFIED:··•· 
__ A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s _,o_r_R_en_t--J [ .. ]
Cozy 2 bedroom duplex located near Bow 
Lake in Strafford, N.H. 20 minutes from 
Durham. Faculty, staff, graduate students 
or professional people. $325.00 plus 
utilities. Call 664-9547 after 5:00. 
- 1974 Gran Torino : Great running 302 
engine; air shocks; chrome side pipes; 
38,000 miles; body in excellent condition; 
60 series tires in rear; 721 radials in front; 
must.sell car for rent money; $1,600 or 
b.o. 
. 1976 Datsun 710 AM / FM 8 track--3 
spare tires. Good condition, needs brake 
work $1100 or B.O. 742-8695. 
80 watt per. channel Kenwood .6030 
I
. ![11] receiver / immaculate condition., m_ ust 
I I sell! $175~00. c;;a11 Pete after 5 at 742-Help Wanted 7422. __::.:;_ ____ -,-______ _ 
Amatuer photogr.apher 1s looking ~or I Personals . 11 ,. -.I 
female models to pose for Glamour, 
Sw1msu1t, Lingerie and nude photos Pay 
range $4 to $8 per hour. You will receive a Dix• - here it is that personal with 
· minimum of _2 hrs . pay per sitting. All personality I promised you. But then 
photos WILL NOT be offered for sale, anything that concerns you has 
unless _you request that they be sold. For- personality galore. Love and Kisses Katie. 
an application write; Photo, PO Box 32, Jimmy, How about lasagna on Saturday? 
N.Hampton, NH 03862. All inquiries are And sonie alcoholic hi-C? (Reunite) Love 
confidential. Katie . 
CLASSIFIED ... . HELP WANTED SKI 
INSTRUCTORS ALPINE: 2 Supervisors, 
FLJII & part timo inetruotor<>. NORDIC: 1 
Touring Director Full _ & Part Time 
instructors. Call or Write .. Gunstock Area 
Attn. Sharon Workman POB 336·, 
Laconia, N.H. 03247 603~293-4341. 
10/21 / 83 
USDA-FOREST SERVICE, Concord Mast 
Rds., Durham has following College Work 
Study positions available. Data Analysis 
Asst. 1 ·ea. Aide 1 ea.· Card Punch 
Operator 1 ea. Laboratory Aid 4 ea . If 
interested," please contact Financial Aid 
Office. Positions are · posted on "job 
board.'' 
Warited: Companion to live in with elderiy 
woman. In Durham, salary, room and 
board. Light housekeeping duties. Car 
availabfe. Inquire mornings ROOM 319 
J~mes Hall 
Overseas Jobs - Summer /year round. 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All 
F i e I d s . $ 5 0 0 - $ 1 2-0 0 mo n th I y . 
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC Box "52-
NH Corona Del Mar, Ca-92625 
][g] 
18 " Silver Herring bone Necklace on 
Tues., W,ed., or Thurs., Sept. 27th-29th. 
Somewhere between the CAT NIP PUB 
·arid Dover. Great sentimental value. 
Reward! Call Steve at home 749-9360 or 
work 868-9691. Thank you! 
Valuable· piece of Gold --!evve_lry wi! ~ 
amethyst(purple) stone was lost. If found 
call 868- 1849- REWARD 
. [ ~ and RlpaWs lf5J 
Banjo, Fiddle, ·gu-i tar lessons from 
professional play.er. 659-2658. : · 
9 to 5 secretar ial service. -. Professional 
typing and . word processin~ stu_dent 
papers. Resume service, 18 String Bridge, 
Exeter, N.h. (603) 772-.9585.11 / 12. 
1978 Datsun 200SX, 2 door, one owner, 
good condirion . Call 43 1-95_36.10/2 1. 
Queen Size Mattress and Box Spring. 1 
year old . Used 6 months, very 
comfortable! $150.0.0 or best offer. Brand 
=new (9 / 83) rea l istic 40 watt booster-
. equalizer . 5 bands, L.E.D . output meters. 
And/ you gigalo, I wouldn 't forget you. 
Katie. 
ICE CREAM ICE CREAM ICE CREAM -
w ith. all the toppings you can eat!! Delta 
Zeta's semi annual ICe Cream 
smorgasboard! ·wEdnesday Oct. 12, 9-11 
pm For only $1 .75 - all proceeds go to . 
Galaudet College for the Deaf. 
Gadzooks, it's spooks! _ Watch for the 
Mortar Board, Acacia Fraternity, and Phi 
Mu sorority haunted house Oct. 26-29. 
Celebrate Halloween with us. 
There's -nothing like a good old haunted 
house to get you in the. Halloween spirit. 
Watch the spooks come out with Mortar 
Board, Acacia fraternity, and Phi Mu 
·sorority, Oct . 26-29. Watch for details. 
Sisters of Phi Mu-We'd like to thank you 
crazy girls for an excellent dinnerand pre 
party on Bids night. We liada blast . WE're 
really forward to the semester!! WE only 
hope that you'll be able to keep .up with 
such a wild Pledge Class. Lots of love. The 
Phis of Fall '83. -
Hey Mo Be prepared for a lo4d and 
obnoxious semester I can't tell you how 
psyched I am to be your letter sister. We 
still have to crack open the champagne 
and celebrate. I promise I'll be on time for 
that !! Love your favorite little sis. 
Slamhound: Things just won't be the 
same iri Hetzel without you. Hope the 
· guys· in Alexander give good backrubs--
even so, they won'.t compare with ours! 
Expect visitors, we'll all miss you. Love, 
the Mamas. 
Is that a candle in yo!)~ pocket or ·are you 
just happy to be in MACRO POtO. . 
''Raiders of the LOST ARK" comes to UNH 
this weekend. See Raiders this Friday and 
Saturday evening at 7:30 and 9 :30 for 
only $ 1.00. Come early to _get seats. 
Another Area Ill Programming Board 
. Present~tion. 
Watch out Nick 's--Here comes Sue! 
Happy Belated 20th! Love your 
"buddies." 
Kat hy Brewski : Sorry you never made itto 
the Speakeasy with us. Lunch sometime 
this week?. Give us a call. Carol & Robin. 
Dear Greggie : I know I'm a spoiled brat, 
but please put up with me! Just think of 
my chronic whining as a si.gn of much 
affection ! Avec !'amour 'toujours, Lisa . 
XXOO. 
Pinky: Here's the personal I ovye you that 
somehow never made it last Friday. I hope 
our worst week "ever " ·is overwith. You '.re 
my number one even if you don't like 
yellow. Hang in there. Love, your Baby 
Jo·hnson ._ 
- Deb Metcalfe. is a MEGAWICKEDAWE-
SOME person, even -if she did already 
graduate. We miss her! The N.H. Staff. 
POOP! Than.ks for the weekend ... now, 
wasn't that nice · to ge\ away from 34 
Cavalcade for awhile? You are-, truly, the 
bestest! Hope you 're having a beautiful 
week. See you on Saturday: Love you 
. (always) .. . Me .. XO! 
Congratulations to the new Phis!! Colleen 
Clark, Gail Davis, Stacy Geohring, Sarah 
Ingram, Allyn Ku·nz, Mart.i Lougie, Elisa 
Miele, Lisa Misiaszek, Mary Beth 
· Mu II iken, Liz Ne"iterman, Sue Panas, 
Jennifer Parsons, Kim Smith, Bonnie 
Stiller, Holly Martinson, Sue !(ramer, 
Ellen Cantis, Mary Sperlazza, Laura Ring, 
lynn Phillips, Michelle Towle, Allison 
Keefe, Kelly Moran, Karla .Norton, joanne . 
Lynch! We're glad to have you all with us. 
Love, the Sisters of Phi Mu. 
Michelle: I'm so glad you 're pledging Phi 
· Mu arid that I'm your Big Sis. Get psyched 
for an awes·ome$emester·! Love. Heather. 
R. Sedler: Four days down, ,fpproximately 
forty to go .. . sorry I'm not going to be 
'"around for thP r A :>d r:>llv --you, mo o,:,d 
team Fiat would have been the winning 
. combination! Keep smiling, ·cuz I'll be 
smiling when I think of you. Love, your 
traveling fan. 
MSB: The gook food was great and so was -
the company. We ' ll do it again 
·sometime ... the Asia or one of those dives 
in Chinatown. Y.C.F.C.C. (Figure that one 
out). 
I., G. Spofford, wish to humbly apologize to 
V. Whitten and B. Grimes for the 
derogatory personals that I placed in last 
Tuesday's New Hampshire. Vickie is not a 
loser and Bunsie is not called that. They 
are two of the nicest women I have ever 
met, and the only reason I put ttie 
personal in, is that I couldn't get a date 
· with -either of them ... ! would like to 
publically invite them to go to the New 
England Center with me some night at my 
expense. Sorry you two. Still friends? 
Love, Geoff S. 
K. Pitts: It's about that time again ... pizza 
and pitcher(s) at the T.P. Name the -night 
and we 're there! RAP. 
I miss her! I miss her! Lost--one grey 
· kitten with flea collar . About 3 months 
old. Last seen Oct. 1, 1983 in the area of 
Madbury Road, Durham. If you have seen 
her, please call Cathy at 868-7253 or 
Jesse at T&C (868-9661 ). There is a 
REWARD! . 
Woman of great mind an,d body who 1 
enjoys excercising both WANTED to _ 
- share occasional weekend escapes to 
-t-trppica_l s~or-e~ i_n sewc;h oH re eternal tan 
,_ by this male sunworshipper. How should 
he go about finding such a· partner at 
UNH? 
I think you've got tMe right idea. 
" Raiders of the LOST ARK" comes to UNH 
this weekend. See Raiders this Friday and 
Saturday evening at 7 :30 for only $1.00. 
· Come early tog-et seats. Another Area Ill 
Programming Board Presentation.10/ 11 
The sist:ers of Chi Omega sorority are 
sponsoring a "Mile of Pennies" drive. The 
money raised will go to " Save the 
Children " to sponsQr a needy child . Any 
, donat ions will be greatly appreciated .. A 
table will be set up on the main floor of-the 
MUB on these dates for the collection of 
pe.nnies : Sept. 14 and 28 , Oct: 12 and 26, 
Nov. 9 and 23, and Dec . 7. You can also 
br ing your pennies to our house on 11 
Strafford Ave. next to the N~w England 
Center anytime. This will be run the 
whole semester, so start saving those 
pennies! 
Paid $60.00. Sell for $50.00 or best offer. 
Call Steve at· 868-75 17 . Leave message if 
not home. 
1975 Honda. Good Engine. Handyman 's 
special. $350 or best offer. Call Lisa 431-
1969. 
Hey, whoever typed these personals for · 
me, Thanks a whole burich. It made my 
Monday morning to come in and find out 
they were done. Carol 
Support group for victims of rape and 
sexual assault. Meets Tuesdays, 12:30-
2:00 p.m ., Counsel ing _and Test ing 
Center, Further info, call Ellen Becker, 
868-2090. 
Teeny- Thanks for having the party for me. 
I'm sorry about everything that happened 
later. Instead of .the rest, remember the 
earlier porch scene. I love you, you. -
Teeny 
Motorcycle for sale. 1975 Honda· 550-
four super sport. Excell ent condition, 
clean, includes accesories. $750 or b.o. 
Call 868-5241: 
'76 Ford Econoline van . Runs well. $800 
or b.o. 659-5017. 
' 65 Plymouth . Belvedere, slant 6, 
dependable, S--195 or b.o. 659-5017. 
96" sofa. Very comfortable, fair condition, 
must pick up. $75.00. 431-2571 after 
5:30. 
1968 Buick Lesabre: Engine and body in 
excellent shape. Recently professi_onally 
painted . AM / FM cassette with Pioneer 
speakers. Very reliable transportation . 
$600.00. 868-729 1. Ask for Scott / leave 
message. 
For Sale : Mustang II, 1976. Standard. 
New brakes, new clutch , new exhaust 
s.ystem, inte_rior like new, AM/ FM radio, 
· unattached Pioneer speakers iridoors. 
Asking $1,000. 862-3377 or leave 
message at 868-9760. · 
Vital information about "UFOs" : booklet 
condensed from thesis--s'ophisticated 
intelligence ana lys is. Ask for WHAT YOU 
NEED TO KNOW at Town & Campus, or 
send $3.00 to author (John Oswald, P.O. 
Box 652, Hampton, N.H. 03842). Arrange 
free, group meeting wit li author (write, or 
call 92606395 after 6:30 p.m.). 
For Sale: 1979 VW Convertible. Bought 
new in 1980. CoMectors item. Showroom 
condition. Low m1lea"ge. AM / FM stereo. 
Appraised at $7400. Will sell for $6600. 
Cal 742-4303 after 5:00. 
For Sale 981 Chevette, 2 door, 60,000 
miles. Blue . Good condition. $2400.00 
Call 207-439-6014 anytime. 
2nd Lush Rush: Hey it was.grea.i. C.P., the 
rum punch is better! K.F., don't write on 
your shelf, picking flowers, or watching 
people fall down! B.S.,st ick to making 
popcorn and keep clothes in your 
drawers! K.C., want another hug? Lori, 
thariks for the vodka! Gibbs, get ready for 
_the 3rd! 
Fr.eshman Campers: Get PSYCHED for 
the BANQUET this FRIDAY!! Seniors, it's 
going to be great to .dance "togatha " at 
our last Camp celebration' 
C · 
• 
Ray~ What did you write bad about me? I 
don't beat my kitty. - Anorexic 
OJ- Do you wanna dance this- weekend 
somewhere between the 5 papers and all • 
the rest? November Group Thursday 
night. Up all night production night.- M & 
M -
to your 20th Birthd,(y, 
Su.t~! 
Cheers!!! • c. Lin·,, your l'l'Buddfr,s" 
Happy Birthday Debbie. Get psyched for 
the weekend! Congratulations on turning 
18. You're legal in Vermont. -
Hi Bri - Hope you passed in your P-Chem 
lab. . 
Linda - How is Bruce? I hope you feed 
him a horse soon , or his nouth will have to 
be surgically closed . 
Janet - where are the flowers? 
Jen S. - I -haven't heard irom· you this 
semester. We'll . have to get together at 
Nick 's. And more parties later. Possibly 
road trips! Call me when you can, 749-
4475, Spice . 
To all of those who want to Tape Carol N. 
(Greg, this means you) Call he_r at 749-
1111. . 
Ads production people - . we have a 
critique by Linda M .(ex-managing editor, 
ex-graphic managt3r , ex-graphic 
assistant) . on Wednesday during 
· production. · 
What do you think of these new news 
briefs?' 
Hi Ed st udv for v o11 r f i lm P " "'m n cwv · 
Greg L., fall foliage comes for three weeks 
in New England. Hope you enjoyed my 
postcard . Get ready for a fabulous 
package from moi . En garde Lt. Hoovers 
are unpredictable.That's it . 
Beth, TRUE . 
Love that song. 
Kate - theSkate!! Here's your lousy 
snivelling no good; but fun to read 
personal. Vi 11fl lfr. Keep reading these 
pages for more · fun on Tuesdays and 
Fridays. 
Oh, Happy Night!! _Wasn't it supposed to 
be happy hour? 
Slam dancing and Rock Lobster! Fun 
times in the big city. 
SUPERFEST. 83 is closer than ever. 
Saturday, October 15 is the date. 8:30 PM 
is the time. Awesome is the wnrrl 
It is a I ittle different. What did you wake up 
to? How about Saturday? 
Linda: Thanks for that lovely letter. 
Julie partied too much but had a good 
time. · 
Chip, old bean. I mean young bean. Did I 
remember to put the sugar in the apple 
pie?. I hope _so. Ouelle domestique! April 
A egis. UN H's iitcrary magaz_ine. · is now 
accepting poetry and short fict ion fo r 
publication in Fa ll. '8:f Plea·sc se.nd all 
submission~ to Room 153. M U B. 
April: Why arc you so lnte.rested in 
?\JbffifS:~i~!!~'~- - .. - . . 
Puff the Magic Dragon, Hotel Cal-ifornia, 
Raindrops Keep FaJling- on ·· my Head, 
-Sloop John B., and College Blues . All your 
favorite . songs, sang impeccably with 
taste and style by SINGE, only at 
SUPERFEST 83, this Saturday night! 
Ray's Raiders are looking for a few good 
men to play College Bowl. If you think 
you've got what it takes to match wits 
with the leaders of UN H's academia, then 
let us know R::,y ' c: R:>idorc - 0 traditio n of 
excellence. Contact Rick in 104 or Ray in 
108, Gibbs Hall. 
What's -it like to wake upto a whole bunch 
of Kappa Sig brothers staring down at 
you? · · 
SUPERFEST · SUPER FEST .. SUPER FEST 
SUPERFEST SUPERFEST SUPERFEST. 
Hey yciu, yes you! You·don't want to miss 
SUPERFEST 83. What will you tell your 
friends? You'll be the laughing stock of the 
social set i_f you're not at at SUPERFEST 
83. 
Last week I got in a cab and asked the guy . 
to show me some action, He took me to 
SUPERFl;;ST 83. 
tt --------------------SINGE, John Narva, t he Christmas Party, 
and dancing in the Club! No it's not 
'1eaven, it's SUPERFEST 83! 
. S_ubscribe to T~e New Hampshire · 
$20 per academic ye~r 
siop by Room 108 in· th~ MUB 
, between :10 ~.m. ~nd2P:m.:. 
· Something botheriTJ,g you? 
Write letters to the editor!! 
Bring them io MUB~ room 151 
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:THIS - WEEKEND IN THE 
· M_UB PUB .... THE WORLD 
IS 
Friday, Octobe_r 14th 
\. . 
*The LoWgistics* 
Admission · ·students - $2.00 
Public $2.50 
·Saturday, ' Octobe_r 15th-
;_, . . 
The Peter Tork 
*Project*· 
with · Special Guests 
Admission: Students $3.00 







' ,~ . 
,i. 




_SAILINGS EACH YEAR 
_Departs in January from Ft. Lauderdale, 
Florida, with stops in South America, 
Africa, South Asia and the Orient. Departs Se~~le 
in September with sto~s in the Orient, South Asia, 
the Middle East and the Mediterranean. 
. . . 
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior full 
semester· a:c~1demic program and · supporting field experiences. This one semester, full 
c~edit experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and 
universities. 
. ---------------.--------·- , More than 60 voyage· related uriversity courses. FaculW drawn from the University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities. augmented by visiting area expe~ts. 
· Doors open at 8:00 pm both nights 
UNH ID/ PROOF OF AGE : ..
Optional _tours. including special tours into the _ People's Republic of China, available. 
SeJJ1ester at Sea admits students without regard to color. ·ra·ce·or creed, The S.S. Universe is 
fully air-conditioned, 18.000 tons. rFgistered in Liberia and built in America. 
REQUIRED 
Sponsored by if!JSI · 
Financial aid is available to qualified students 
· Representative will be in the MUB at lunch this week. 
-:----<~ 
(:/~;:> \/ Natu-rally wool for warmth ------------------------------~ l1\Ti · - . ·. 
Sweater Vests for··Less 
. 
Purchase a pair of.Lodge label Cord~roys and 
$12 95 get a .Special Price on · our • 70/30 wool blen·d Sweater . ' 
Regularly $1 7.-95 Vests for men and women . 
. ~en's ·Vests: V-necks in contemporary solid colors. 
Women's Vests: solid color crewnecks, flecked V-necks and multistripe 
V-necks in. popular color combinations. 
Special Starts Columbus Day, October 10th. · 
. (while supplies last) 
Fox -Run Mall, Newington. 431-0970. 
Monday to Saturday, 10:00-10:00. Sunday, 12:00-6:00. 
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~----FOOTBALL·-----
(continued from page 20f 
Bears nip boo~ers, 2~ 1 
By J. Barry Mothes 
play, the defense is at best Garron and Tim Teevens _will ·.. It's an unfortunate fact of 
suspect. It's rare when a team round out the secondary.- . soccer- that the best team does . 
can give up35 .pointsand still "'Our athlete.s (in the not.:::ilw.:::1vs win. nor does the 
UN H I k worst always · lose. Such as win, but . was UC Y secondary) are too. go0d to be · nv• ~- -- .. -r 
enough to do it. The ends are playing . _as poorly as ihev , the case last Friday in Orono as 
filled by two freshmen have," said Bowes . . the Wildcats endured a 
( Federico · and Jarostchuck) This Saturday; tJNH-carries frustrating 2-1 defeat by N .E.'s 
who are sti11 learning the horn~ to take on·. ~ehigh: The. 8th ranked 'UM O Polar Bears. 
position, but the secondary is ' Wildcats are ready to start the . Things started going wrong 
really the trouble spot. second half of their season, a nd . before the teams had even 
This week defensive changes · no one on their :· schedule is kicked off. The UNH team bus 
will be made, as Byron Best will . untouchable. If the . offense had a breakdown en route, and 
replace Dave Wissman at continues to · score, and the when they finally got there they 
strong safety and Ted White defense wakes up, UNH: could had to share a locker room with 
will take . ffob Price ' s end up with a respectable three cro~s country squads. 
cornerback • slot. . Arnold season. J~st-m,aybe. · _ · Butthedelaydidn'taffectthe 
Wildcats as they took the kick 
1------------..--------------~ ~ off and quickly · took control. · · Within the fin~t ten minutes WILDCAT STATS 
RECEIVING G No. Yds 
AnGarron 5 15 359 
O'Donnell 5 13 154 
Peach 5 6 107 
Gorham 5 6 86 
Corlins - 4 9 69 















several great, chances were 
created , but each time they 
carpe· up empty.· 
· It was during this opening 
offensive dominance ·that the 
tone of the day was set. 
As the UN H . forwards 
pressed for · a goal, Kevin 
Reusch pulled his backs upfield 
in an effort to maintain the 
furious pressure. Suddenly · a 
UMO back lofted the ball over 
the incoming Wildcat b~cks to 
a teammate who appeared well. 
offsides. Everyone waited for 
the referee's whistle. 1-f never. 
came : Instead everyone 
· helplessly watched as the Black 
Hears forward · ran the 
remaining sixty ·yards alone 
and put it past a helpless 
Chid½kel. 
. Down 1-0 UNH came back -
and during the following 25 
minutes continued to have the 
chances. But as before, no 
results: 
Finally at the 39th minute, 
the Wildcats efforts were 
rewarded. Ron Fancy ran onto · 
a through-ball on the right side, 
d ribhled in a long the goa l line 
and fed it to a waiting Mike 
Pompien. Pompien turned · 
Fancy's pass into his first goal 
.of the season. . · ' 
·The· second half, in the words 
of Coach Garber, ''looked like 
a half field scrim:mage.'7Usinga 
new 4-J-J formation of whic·n-
. Garber says," with Pilot pulled 
back we'll have a bit more 
speed in the · middle," the · 
Wildcats dominated the half, • 
firing 13 shots. 
But UMO, which managed 
only five second half s.hots_, gQL 
what ma~ters. The game winner 
came with just over twenty 
minutes left. The Black .Bears 
leftback made a . cross which 
UN H's Mike Neff seemed to be 
on his way to intercept. But 
Neff lost his footing and the 
ball got through to a UM 0 
forward who finished it off for 
the goal. 
· The last twenty minutes saw 
another frantic attempt to get 
an equalizer. And as was the 
case at Plymouth, at B.C. and 
at home ~vith Providence, time 
• ran out, and another one goal 
loss was in the books. · 
After spending · last week on 
the road, the Wildcats are · 
home for the next two weeks, 
o p e n i n g a t h re e g a m e· 
homestand today versus Holy 
Cross, at 3:00 p.m. 
Opdyke 5 I 10 · 10 .0 0 10 
Atl<.inson 5 I 7 7.0 0 7 
Nichols 5 - I 6 6.0 0 . 6 Wom en ru n past Maine 
I 
-·UNH TOTAL 5 53 814 15.4 
OPP TOTAL 5 69 832 12.J 
RUSHING G No. Yds. Avg . . 
AnGarron 5 39· 274 7.0 
4.0 
3 54 
3 50 , 
TD · Long 
4 49 
4 71 
By Patty Crawford 
The womens cross countt y 
team, two-time def~nding New 
England champs,- travelled to 
Oroho· last Friday and ran 
positions with respective times 
of 22: 15 and 22:21. 
Said Miller, .. After about the 
one mile mark, we realized that · 
we would get at least the top 
. /· 
tirst among the 15 competing 
. teams, one of ·which ·was I Ith 
ranked Perin .State: 
Freshman Lisa . Klein also 
put in a strong performance to 
gra'b . the number seven . Nichols 5 43 · 209 . 
,Collins 4 51 , 196 3.8 I 40 
· away with · the . top seven 
positions to soundly defeat the 
Black Bears 15-50. 
. th r-ee spots. At this point, only . 
three UNH_'ers were.in sight." position. . , 
Leclerc 5 60 39 . ~ 0.7 I 27 
Shriner 5 9 27 3.0 0 6 
.Adams I 5 20· 4 .0 0 12 
Opdyke 5 -3 . 13 4.3 0 8 
Kowalski I I 6 6.0 ·O 6 
.Mastriano I I 4 4.0 0 4 
UNH TOTAL -5 212 788 . 3.7 IO 71 
OPP .TOTAL 5 245 815 3:3 IO 45 
TEAM STATISTICS UNH OPP 
First Downs 77 93 
(by Rushing) 46 .47 
(by Passing) 31 39 
(by Penalty) 0 - 7 
Rushing Yardage 788 815 
Rush pe.r game 157.6 163.0 
Passing Yardage 8'14 832 
Pass per game 162 .8 166.4 
Total Plays 315 369 
Total Off.en_se 1602 1647 
.Offense per game 320.4 329.4 
Fumbles-Lost 15-7 14-5 
Penalties:-Yards 32-269 23 - 172 
The lJNH soccer tea~ lost to Maine., 2-1 Friday in Orono. (Jim 
Millard file photo) · · 
' ~ 
The Wildcats went into the 
meet "expecting to place in at 
least the first three positions", 
said H.ead Coach Nancy 
Krueger, with or without the 
presenc~· of U M!O's fo-p~nmner 
Rose Prest. Prest has been out 
of action due to a st res~ fracture 
but is ex.pected to return later in 
the season . 
"Nancy told us to take 
· control of the race from the 
start,'" said Rose . "By getting 
off to a good hard start, we . 
•were sure to set our pace arid. 
have a good run." 
"It was a battle the whole · l 
way between Lisa ahd UMO's 
Margaret England," said 
• Krueger. .. But' it wasn't until 
the finish that she (Lisa) pulled 
-Krue-geT : noted;· .. I was. 
pleased with their (Miller and 
Rose) performances. Mary 
Ellen and Anne have been the 
it out and defeated England by . , 
-·one -second." -
Sophomore running seqsa-
tion Mo Connors - took all 
honors by-completing the 3.76 
mile course at 22:07. 
-- Krueger said of Conllof.s, 
"Mo sta-rted the year off with a 
·bang and has been hangi·ng in 
there ever since." 
Senior co-captains Anne 
Miller and. Mary Ellen Rose 
grabbed the second and third 
· foundation of the teain for the 
last four years and are going to 
finish on a positive note." 
Krueger also spoke highly. of 
freshman Kerry' Keenan, who . 
finished behind Rose at 22:27. 
"She's a delight and runs with 
absolutely no inhibitions," said 
. Krµeger. · 
On October I at the Rutgers 
!~vitational, Keenan pla~ed 
Overall,Kruegefwas pleased 
with her team's performance. · 
"It-was a good morale booster 
for ·the girls," said Krueger. 
"It's not often that this strong 
of a victory happens." 
The Wildcats are currently at 
2-L Also, they fini~hed third 
out of ten at the URI 
invitational last month and 
fifth out of. fifteen at the 
Rutgers Invite . 
- This Friday they will be ,. 
hosting a Seniors' Day rneet 
with UConn and USM at 3:30 . 
·Te·nnis men ·end winn·ers 
-By Steve Langevin· 
UN H ended its seasori, . last 
Friday, on an up note as they 
edged by U CONN 5-4. 
gave UNH the extra depth they 
needed. Both of them came 
back after losing the first set .of 
their match 6-3; Palumbo with 
&--4,6-4 wins and Seibert with 
7-6 · (7-2),7 -5 . wins. ·Palumbo 
ended his ·season with a 4-2 
record, while .Seibert finished 
at 3-3. -
Both duos came back after 
losing the first se{ to post their 
· . wins, which clinched the 
victory for UNH. Steve Noble 
and T .J. Hyman lost at the #I 
spot to end their season with a 
4-2 record. 
The victory saw UN H's Dave 
Hall end the season unbeaten in 
singles (6--0), as he won 6-4,3-
6,6-3. It was the first time this 
year that he had been taken to 
'three· sets. The other single_s 
victors for UNH were Dave 
Palumbo and · C.hristian 
This was a great year for 
UNH, as they posted their best 
. The doubles, one of UN H's record since _ 1978 at 4-2 . Also, 
strengths all year "Jong, came they finished_ 3rd in the· 
·. Seibert, the two newcomers 
that coach Bob Berry has said 
through again, as Palumbo and ' ECAC's. In the ECAC's~ 
Seibert, and Hal( and . Shaun Palumbo and Seibert, who had 
Hassett won . their matches. a regular ~•eason mark of 3-3 . r-~--------------lliii ... _iiiiiiil _______ --. playing at tj1e #2 slot, made it 
SPORTS SCHED·u··-- LE all theway fothefinalsplaying · · # I doubles. _-lfassett and Hall, . . who posted ij "fine 5.:1 record at 
TUESDAY...:. . 
Women's Tennis vs. Providence, 3:30 p.Ill. 
S occer vs . ~ o_I y Cross, 3 p.111. 
WEDNESDAY-
Baseball a t S outhern Mai ne, 12 noon 
Volleyball .at Willia ms w/ Springfield,. 7 p.m, 
THURSDAY-
Women's Tennis a t Colby, 3:30 p.m. 
Field ·Hockey at~ ortheaster~; 3 p.m. 
#3 doubles'tbis year, lost in the 
·semifinats aJ the ECACs. And 
T.J . H yina ri~- who was 2-4 
d uring the . regula r season, 
played spectacularly . at the 
ECAC's as he reached the 
· semifinals before losing to the 
eventua l champion: 
T hings can only get better for 
· UNH, because a ll of their top 
six pla yers will retu rn next 
yea r. 
-I 
._.~-!"::.,.~•-,;,,,;: +"':h. ~ -~:-· "·~:... ✓._;;:_ ~-Yr":;;. ,._ ""_J&:-~. d~•~[~.:. --~,x✓•k~ ,._ -:,;e:.?> ~ .. z_ ;._.s:·· .~·h,•- y ~-~ &:!1:!,'~1_J .. ~-.- -,,...,.~.- ·•• ...._.,, .. , ' • ~·-"---6¼ '.·· ~--_-,~-;· -2. .... ..,• /. 
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Wil~cat's overpowers Bucknell, 42-35 
By Ray Routhier 
The UN H offense finally 
came back to life, and Andre 
Garton · scored four touch-
downs in -the second half, as 
UNH outdistanced Bucknell, 
42-35, Saturday, in Lewisburg, 
PA. 
· Garron scored the winning 
touchdown (his fourth of the 
day) on a twelve yard gallop 
from the tailback position, with 
eleven minutes left in the game. 
The play -was set up by Dave 
· Wissman's 45 yard punt return 
which put the , ball on 
Bucknell's 12 yard line. · 
There were two fundamental 
in gr e·d i en ts to UN H 's 
surprising . offensive perfor-
mance, I) a healthy offensive 
liine rfeaturing John Flanagan, 
Dave Morton, and Brian 
Saranovich, all returning from 
the injured list, 2) the 
constantly improving perfor-
mance of Andre Garron, the 
team's leading rusher and 
re~eiver. 
"I see us improving each 
game, for a number of 
reasons," said , UN H head 
coach Bill Bowes. "We're 
relatively injury free now, and 
we 're _becoming a balanced 
team. We got 200 yards passing 
. and almost 200 yards rushing 
· against Bucknell." , 
A_ndre Garron scored four touchdowns agai~st Bucknell~ Saturday in Lewisburg, PA. UNH won 42-35 to up their record to 2-3 (0~ 
2 m the Yankee Conference).(Oave Arbetter file photo) . · , 
Bucknell started the scoring 
five minutes into the game, as 
Dave Kucera caught the first of UN H's offense did not stand blocking rn general was solid, 
his two TD passes from QB and watch. After two stalled as players like Paul Gorham 
Bob Gibbon, this one a , 13 drives, Leclerc completed ) and Mike Shriner made some 
yarder. passes of 19 and 9 yards ending key bloc.ks in important 
UN H's instant offense 1struck the drive with a 28 yard TD situations. Shriner especially 
five minutes · iater, after strike to his tight end Paul has been excellent at fullback, 
· Bucknell was forced to punt Gorham. Co~ch Bowes _cleverly and has to be given as much 
from their own end zone giving . called a 2 pom_t convers10n pass credit- ·_ as the tailbacks for 
UNH the ball on the 40 yar&- to fullback Mike Shriner to tie UN H's offensive success. 
line. Rick LeClerc hit Garron the contest at 14- 14. "We'll keep improving, the 
for 39 of those yards, and Mark _. T~e second hal~ was a more we get the ball to Andre 
Nichols scored on the ·1 yard different game. The fmal score Garron." said Coac·h Bowes 
.plunge. The · extra point was Andre Garron 28, _Bu~knell .. He a lrriost had a rntn· 
attempt failed, so UN H trailed 21. Garron scored twice m the touchdown. We played fairly 
7-6 at the end of the I st quarter. 3rd quarter, on runs of 16 and well offensively, but I thought 
In the secund quarter, ,49 yards and twice in the ~ourth we should have scored in the 
Bucknell began by marching 54 quarter on a 100 yard kickoff 50's. 
yards on 7 plays in J minutes return an1 a 12 yard run. While the offense looks 
for a seemingly eff or'tless . It wasn_t al! Garron t~ough, strong, and is capable of_the bi_g 
touchdown as the hapless UN H the offensive !me played its best FOOTBALL, page I 9 
defense watched. game of the season. The 
The field hockey team shutout West Chester,3-0, Sunday at home.The team is currently ranked 8th 
in NCAA Division I. (.Jim Millard photo) · · 
Field hockey 
ranked 8th 
By Ellen Praught goalie by becoming a maJor 
The UNH womens field threat to anv West Chester 
hockey team continued their corner play. 
strong season last Sunday with . The third UNH goal was 
a win ,against West Chester. scored by Pauline Col lins (her · 
The game marked Robin second of the game)." She 
Balducci's fourth shut~out of deflected the ball into trie net 
the year. off of a shot by Co-Captain 
Solid play by Mary Ellen Lau-rie Leary. · · 
Cullinane and Karen Gerom- . Towards . the end of the 
ini enabled UNH to dominate second ·half · UN H's play 
their opponent throughout two became sloppy. Laurie Leary 
periods of play. The first period attributed this lapse to "fatigue 
consisted of many strong due to the Wildcats desire to . 
offensive drives which resulted keep the momentum strong". 
in · two of the Wildcats three She said UNH played a strong 
goals·. The first was scored and powerful first · half and 
19:47 minutes into the game on simply was unable to keepthat 
a corner play. Barb Marois caliber of play throughout the 
made a powerful shot on goal entire game. ••Even though 
which · was deflected in by UN H was tired they still felt 
Pauline Collins. · very little pressure from the 
The Wildcat's seco11d goal West Chester team . · UNH 
was also scored off a corner wanted to score more than two 
play. Karen Geromini passed . goals and the Wildcats came 
to Laurie Leary who was able into the second half with that 
~to drive the ball past the West objective in mind," said Co-
Chester goalie, with only a few Captain Robin Balducci . -
minutes left in the first half. Currently , the Wildcats are 
In the sec·ond half West ranked 8th in the nation and 
Chester had a total of seven - feel they have a very good 
corners all of which they failed chance at making the NCAA's. 
to score upon. One of the main Todays game helped them 
reasons they couldn't capitalize. come closer to their goal as they 
was due to strong and quick improved their record to 8 
defensive play of Sandy wins, 2 lossts, and I tie. The 
Yander-Heyden. She was the field hockey team has · some 
player who sprinted to the ball tough opposition · ahead of 
in order to deflect the them- Rhode Island· (October 
oppositions shot. She took a lot 15) and · Providence (October 
of pressure off of the UN H 19). 
